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Abstract 
Festival programming is an integral part of festival management and refers to the planning 

of scheduled activities for festival visitors. So far, however, few attempts have been made 

to assess the nature of festival programming and how it impacts visitor experience. Using 

the 2014 Reykjavík International Film Festival (RIFF) as a case study, the purpose of this 

dissertation is to measure the quality of the RIFF programme and explore the relationship 

between perceived programme quality and overall visitor experience. The study’s design is 

based on the six-dimensional scale developed by Yan et al. (2011) for exploring and 

measuring programme quality. Because festivals often contend with the conflicting 

interests of tourism development and community participation, the study also sought to 

assess any differences in locals’ and tourists’ perceptions of festival programming quality. 

The study’s data was collected by means of a visitor survey conducted throughout the 

festival, where visitors were asked to answer questions about four of six quality 

dimensions: diversity, incrementality, flexibility and linkage with the tourism sector, as 

well as rate the programme’s overall quality and their overall experience. As well as 

calculating the mean scores for each dimension, the study found that all dimensions have a 

moderate impact on programming quality, and that programming quality in turn has a 

considerable impact on overall visitor experience. Generally, all mean scores were 

relatively high, indicating a high level of satisfaction with the festival programme and 

festival experience. Furthermore, no meaningful difference was found between the 

perceptions of locals and tourists. 

 
 
 



 

 

Útdráttur 
Dagskrárgerð hátíða er mikilvægur þáttur við stjórnun hátíða, en með dagskrárgerð er átt 

við ferlið sem felst í því að raða niður skipulögðum dagskrárliðum hátíðarinnar svo gestir 

hennar fái notið þeirra.  Hingað til hefur hefur lítið verið ritað um eðli dagskrárgerðar fyrir 

hátíðir og hvernig dagskrárgerðin hefur áhrif á upplifun hátíðargesta af  hátíðinni. 

Rannsókn þessi felur í sér tilviksrannsók á Alþjóðlegu kvikmyndahátíðinni í Reykjavík 

(RIFF, e. Reykjavik International Film Festival) þar sem mat er lagt á gæði dagskrárgerðar 

hennar. Að auki er samböndunum milli einstakra þátta dagskrárgerðarinnar og 

heildarupplifun gesta af hátíðinni gerð skil. Rannsóknin byggir á kerfi sem Yan og fleiri 

(2011) settu fram til að mæla gæði dagskrárgerðar þar sem gæðin eru metin m.t.t. sex 

mismunandi vídda. Í rannsókninni var einnig skoðað hvort einhver munur fyndist á 

gæðamati dagskrárinnar eftir því hvort svarendur voru búsettir í Reykjavík eða erlendis, 

því hátíðum er gjarnan falið að samþætta óíka hagsmuni og væntingar íbúa og ferðamanna. 

Rannsóknin fór fram í formi spurningakönnunar meðan á hátíðinni stóð þar sem gestir voru 

beðnir um að svara spurningum um fjórar af víddunum sex: Fjölbreytileika, sveigjanleika, 

stíganda og tengingu dagskrárinnar við ferðamannageirann. Auk þess voru gestir beðnir 

um að meta gæði dagskrárinnar í heild sinni og heildarupplifun sína af hátíðinni. 

Rannsóknin leiddi í ljós að allar víddirnar höfðu nokkur áhrif á heildarmat á gæðum 

dagskrárgerðarinnar. Einnig kom í ljós að gæði dagskrárinnar hafði þónokkur áhrif á 

heildarupplifun gesta af hátíðinni. Á heildina litið var niðurstaða könnunarinnar á þá leið 

að mikil ánægja var með dagskrárgerðina og hátíðina í heild sinni sem sást best á þeim háu 

meðaleinkunnum sem gefnar voru í könnuninni. Þegar borin voru saman svör frá erlendum 

ferðamönnum annars vegar og íbúum hins vegar kom í ljós að ekki var um merkjanlegan 

mun að ræða á svörunum. 
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1 Introduction 
Festival evaluation and assessment are an important concern of festival and events 

management, since accurate appraisal of both positive and negative outcomes is necessary 

to improve operational effectiveness, promote best practice and ensure the event’s 

sustainability. However, festival studies are a relatively new discipline and have yet to 

emerge in Iceland as a separate field of academic inquiry. As such, few studies have been 

conducted on Icelandic festivals that attempt to define and determine what constitutes a 

successful festival, while studies that do exist tend to focus solely on economic outcomes 

rather than the social, cultural or artistic value of festivals. Cultural management as an 

independent discipline appeared in Icelandic only the recent decade or so and quantitative 

research in this field is as yet uncommon, perhaps in part because culture is a difficult 

thing to render into quantifiable terms. While there is no consensus among academics 

which method best serves to measure a festival’s success, different frameworks for festival 

evaluation have been developed by numerous experts in the field, ranging from very 

specific studies to the supposedly all-encompassing, 360° assessments.  

One measure of festival success is by assessing the quality of the festival programme as 

perceived by festival visitors. Using the 2014 Reykjavík International Film Festival (RIFF) 

as a case study, the purpose of this dissertation is to explore the relationship between the 

perceived quality of the RIFF programme and overall visitor satisfaction. The reason for 

choosing RIFF as a focal point of this study is because it is a relatively well known local 

festival that attracts a large and diverse audience, at least when compared to other local 

festivals which tend to serve smaller, niche markets (such as classical music festivals or 

children’s festivals). Finally, the festival’s operating dates from September 25th through 

October 5th coincided well with the pre-decided timetable for this dissertation. 

Applying the four dimensions of the six-dimensional scale developed by Yan, Zhang & Li 

(2011), this research project sets out to measure in quantitative terms the quality of the 

RIFF festival programme and its impact on visitor experience through statistical analysis of 

survey data. The four dimensions examined are the programme’s diversity, incrementality, 

flexible and linkage with the tourism industry. Furthermore, this dissertation seeks to 
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assess differences (if any) in locals’ and tourists’ perceptions of festival programming 

quality and finally suggest areas for further improvement or inquiry.   

1.1 Background 
Festival programming refers to the planning of scheduled or “scripted” activities for 

festival visitors and other participants (Getz, 2012). It denotes the creative process of 

arranging and presenting festival products in a coherent and attractive context. Sound 

festival programming is considered by many academics to be essential to a festival’s 

overall success (Goldblatt, 1997) and can even compensate for individual festival products 

of only mediocre quality (Allen, O’Toole, Harris, & McDonnell, 2011). In an increasingly 

competitive global marketplace where festivals vie for artists, audiences and funding, 

quality programming is seen as one of the ways in which festivals can develop and sustain 

a competitive advantage (AEA Consulting, 2006). Despite these arguments, literature on 

festival programming is limited and few studies have attempted assess the nature of 

festival programming or its impact on festival success as perceived by visitors.  

Given the constantly swelling influx of tourists to Iceland in recent years, it may prove 

interesting to compare the perceptions of locals in contrast with those of foreign visitors. It 

is widely acknowledged that festivals play a vital role in destination branding and can be 

used as a marketing tool to increase tourism, especially in low season (Andersson & Getz, 

2009; Getz, 2008; Felsenstein & Fleischer, 2003). However, although the purpose of a 

festival may be to attract tourists, its success is largely dependent on the support and 

participation of the local population (Gursoy, Kim & Uysal, 2004). Such a comparison 

may therefore shed light on issues that may prove helpful in sustaining a balance between 

the needs of these two demographic groups.  

1.2 About the Reykjavík International Film 
Festival 

The Reykjavík International Film Festival (RIFF) is a non-profit organisation (RIFF, 

2014b) established in 2004 by Hrönn Marinósdóttir, who has served as its director ever 

since. The idea for the film festival was based on a feasibility study she conducted as part 

of her MBA studies at the Reykjavík University (Kári Finnson, 2014), but is also inspired 

by her lifelong affinity with movies and cinema. According to Hrönn, the aim of the 
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festival is to “boost Iceland’s film culture” and “turn Reykjavík into an international film 

city.” (McMahon, 2011) According to its website, RIFF (2014c) attracted over 20,000 

visitors in 2013. 

RIFF nearly faced disaster in 2008, when the global economic crash (“hrunið”) hit Iceland, 

resulting in the collapse of the nation’s three largest banks just days before the festival 

closed. Three of the festival’s top sponsors, which included one of the newly collapsed 

banks, withdrew further funding. Hrönn explains that at the time she considered 

terminating the festival or postponing it until economic conditions improved. However, she 

stresses that great amount of work had gone into building a strong, global brand, so the 

decision was made to carry on unperturbed (Birgir Ísl. Gunnarson, 2014).  

Although financing the festival has never been an easy task, crisis hit the festival again in 

2014, when the City of Reykjavík made the decision to withdraw sponsorship and instead 

direct funding towards the revival of the Reykjavík Film Festival (Andri Karl, 2013; 

Menningar- og ferðamálaráð, 2014), which was operated by filmmakers’ associations and 

collectives between 1996-2001. The decision to withdraw funding was made by the City of 

Reykjavík’s Board of Culture and Tourism (i. Menningar- og ferðamálaráð), which 

maintains that its decision was based on the recommendations made by an expert group 

within the Federation of Icelandic Artists (BÍL) (Menningar- og ferðamálaráð, 2014). 

Hrönn Marinósdóttir claims the reasons she was given for this decision were that RIFF’s 

artistic value was insufficient and the city wanted to “give other film festivals a chance” 

(Andri Karl, 2013). The newly revived Reykjavík Film Festival was scheduled to take 

place from September 12-21st 2014 (Reykjavík Film Festival, 2014), only days before 

RIFF’s opening on September 25th. It was apparent that for the first time in its history, 

RIFF was facing opposition from a direct competitor.  

It is clear, therefore, that the 2014 RIFF festival operated in a very different political and 

economic climate than that of its predecessors, making it a somewhat unique case. These 

conditions should be remembered when the study’s findings are observed. 

1.3 Research aims and significance 
The purpose of this dissertation is to make an original contribution towards a better 

understanding of festival programming quality and its impact on overall visitor satisfaction 
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through quantitative analysis of survey data collected at the 2014 Reykjavík International 

Film Festival.  While it may serve as starting point for further academic discussion, the 

project’s intended contribution has mostly practical value and may benefit festival 

organizers and sponsors as well as other professionals in the field by providing new insight 

into festival planning and event design. In the case of the RIFF festival in particular, the 

results of this research project might be useful in order to justify further funding and/or 

suggest areas that need improvement, particularly in light of the recent changes in the 

festival’s economic and political environment noted above. 

In order to achieve this purpose, this dissertation aims to answer the following questions 

(see below). The findings for each questions are set forth in Chapter 4. 

Question 1. How does the quality of the RIFF festival programme measure in terms 
of the four dimensions of festival programming quality set out by Yan et al.? 

The first question set forth in this study seeks to quantify the perceived quality of the 2014 

RIFF festival programme in terms of four of the six dimensions of the Yan et al.’s 

programming quality framework; diversity, incrementality, flexibility and linkage with 

traditional tourism components. 

Question 2. What is the relationship between individual dimensions of festival 
programming quality, perceived overall festival programming quality, and overall 
visitor experience?  

This next question examines the correlation (or lack of) between individual dimensions and 

overall perceived festival programming quality on the one hand and correlation between 

festival programming quality and overall festival experience on the other. In other words, 

how important are the four dimensions to festival programming and how important is the 

festival’s programming to its success? Do one or more dimensions influence overall visitor 

experience more than others, and if so, what may that imply for festival organisers? 

Question 3. Is there a significant difference between locals’ and tourists’ perceptions 
of festival programming quality?  

Here, attention will be paid to demographic differences in visitor perception, in particular 

discrepancies that may occur between local attendees and foreign visitors from overseas. 

As noted above, the support and participation of the local population is vital to a festival’s 

success. This aspect of the study may help to identify the differences in perception of 
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festival strengths and weaknesses by locals and tourists respectively, which in turn may 

shed light on issues requiring attention or improvement. 

1.4 Dissertation structure 
This dissertation is divided into five chapters: an introduction; a review of current 

academic literature relevant to the study’s themes and foci; methodology explaining the 

study’s design and execution; results and findings for each of the three questions put forth 

in previous section; and finally a chapter discussing the meanings and implications of those 

findings. Appendices include a copy of the survey administered, the 2014 RIFF 

programme in table form and venue map, as well as detailed demographic breakdown of 

the study’s findings. 
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2 Review of literature 

2.1 Festival programming 
Festival programming is an important aspect of festival management and can be described 

as the planning of scheduled activities for festival visitors and participants (Getz, 2012). 

According to Bowdin, Allen, O’Toole, Harris, & McDonnell (2011), programming denotes 

the schedule or “flow” of performances and other festival elements over time. For a single, 

one-time event such as a music concert, a programme might consist simply of the order of 

artists or musical pieces, but a festival spanning multiple venues and even multiple days 

would naturally require more complex programming (Getz, 2012). Programming is a core 

activity of film festivals such as RIFF, where programmers serves as “cultural 

gatekeepers” (de Valck, 2012, p. 26); selecting and ordering the films that they consider 

worthy of being seen. 

As mentioned in the introduction, festival programming can also be described as the 

creative process of arranging and presenting festival products in a coherent and attractive 

context. Good-quality programming is considered essential to a festival’s overall success, 

since its purpose is to optimise visitor experience and increase satisfaction (Goldblatt, 

1997). The process of festival programming is somewhere between an art and a science 

(Bowdin et al., 2011). By correctly choosing, timing and arranging the different festival 

elements, it is even possible to compensate for individual festival products of only 

mediocre quality, while poor programming can deaden even the most ambitious of festival 

offerings (Allen et al, 2011).  

2.1.1 Creating a competitive advantage through festival 
programming 

In the past two decades, there has been a rapid increase in the number of festivals on offer 

worldwide (Jones, 2012; Finkel, 2009). The marketplace for festivals is now a global one 

(AEA Consulting, 2006) and competition for audiences and funding is greater than ever 

(Finkel, 2009). Older, established festivals cannot expect to capitalize on their legacy in the 

face of new competition (AEA Consulting, 2006). De Chernatony, McDonald & Wallace 
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(2011) also note that because of rapid development of technology, it is difficult to maintain 

a competitive advantage through operational effectiveness. In other words, attempting to 

perform similar activities better or more efficiently than rivals is an unrealistic goal, 

because new technologies continue to outpace one another and quickly become obsolete. 

In order to sustain a competitive advantage, it is far more effective to focus on performing 

different activities or similar activities in different ways. According to Ruoff (2012), 

festivals can distinguish themselves in a number of ways, but particularly through their 

programming. Film festivals, for example, can specialise in a particular kind of cinema 

(documentary, children’s, etc.), or curate a limited number of screenings, whereas larger 

festivals such as the Berlin International Film Festival hosts a vast number of screenings 

and so appear to offer something for everyone. Of course, it should be remembered that 

volume alone has little intrinsic value, so the size or scale of a festival should not be over-

emphasised. According to AEA Consulting (2006) festival success ultimately depends on 

maintaining a consistent threshold of quality, not quantity. 

Despite the obvious need to distinguish themselves, Finkel (2009, 2006) has found that 

increased competition between festivals in the UK has lead to more, rather than less, 

similarity between programming choices. The competition for funding has put festival 

managers under increased financial pressure, causing organisers to favour “safe” content 

and adopt a formulaic approach to programming. Also, many festivals do not focus on a 

specific target market and aim instead for a broad appeal. Although festival organisers 

often express the desire to reach new audiences (usually young people and ethnic 

minorities), budgeting constraints mean that they cannot risk upsetting older, “staple” 

audiences who have supported the festival from year to year. Government funding bodies 

often directly or indirectly impose agendas of diversity and accessibility on local festivals, 

which often inhibits festival organisers from choosing content based on aesthetic integrity 

or the need to differentiate from other festivals (Finkel, 2009). 

Carlsen, Andersson, Ali-Knight, Jaeger, & Taylor (2010) found that most festivals today 

choose to imitate rather than innovate, because festival managers assume long-established 

festivals to be a blueprint for success and sustainable development. For example, 

trailblazers such as the Edinburgh Festival Fringe have achieved a great deal of success by 

revolutionizing many aspects of its management, not the least of which includes its 

programming strategies. This has resulted in similar “fringe” movements popping up all 
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over the world, inspired by the model of the Edinburgh Fringe rather than the spirit. 

Interestingly, Finkel (2009) did not find much difference in the programming content 

between younger festivals and longer, more established festivals. 

2.1.2 Event design and festival programming 

In order to create and sustain a competitive advantage, it is essential for festival organisers 

to gain an understanding of the basic principles of events and experience design. Events 

and experience design is a discipline closely related to festival programming and refers to 

the creation, development and staging of an event in order to optimise the audience’s 

experience. It is not an add-on to the festival management process, but rather the guiding 

direction of the entire aspect of festival conception and execution. Thus, event design can 

be understood as the conceptualising of the experiences and sensations we wish the 

audience to undergo and how to actualize them, whereas festival programming refers to the 

process of choosing and arranging individual festival activities or products in order to 

achieve the desired outcome as set forth by the event design (Getz, 2012).  

One of history’s foremost experience designers according to de Monthoux (2004) was the 

French painter Jacques-Louis David, who he describes as a master of special effects. David 

became the master of ceremonies for the Jacobin party during the French Revolution. 

Using trees, fountain, soldiers, drums, flags, etc., he coordinated elaborate, perfectly 

executed perfomances, such as the release – at just the right moment – of thousands of 

carrier pigeons delivering messages of freedom to the world. Most importantly, David 

placed the audience at the forefront of his agenda, making “the people” the epicentre of his 

art. Thus, David underlined one of the pivotal foundations (according to Berridge, 2007) of 

all experience design: building relationships with the audience. Berridge also explains that 

event experience is not just a “wow” factor but a complex interaction of numerous 

components ocurring simultaneously. Because of the intricacy of these interactions, their 

execution must be carefully and deliberately designed. Otherwise, the effect is lost on the 

audience. 

RIFF does not appear to have an overt mission statement, nor does provide information on 

its programming process (such as selection criteria). Even so, some elements of RIFF’s 

experience design can be gleaned from the addresses in the 2014 festival catalogue. 

Director Hrönn Marinósdóttir describes RIFF as “a cruise ship that docks in over forty 
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countries” (RIFF 2014b, p. 4), which likens the programme’s diversity to a virtual multi-

cultural journey across many countries. The Minister of Education and Culture, Illugi 

Gunnarsson, promises audiences a “film-feast,” (RIFF 2014b, p. 4), thus alluding to 

escapist and even hedonistic elements of festival experience. Programming director 

Giorgio Gosetti touches on cultural and psychological enrichment when he describes 

filmmakers as creating “mirrors reflecting our hopes and souls” (RIFF 2014b, p.6). These 

statements therefore provide some insight into the RIFF’s experience design and the 

principles guiding the RIFF programming process, although it would be unwise to infer too 

much from them. 

2.1.3 Measuring programming quality 

While the importance of good festival programming is undisputed, there is no conclusive 

formula that guarantees a high-quality programme – or hardly, for that matter, festival 

success. According to Getz (2012) the programme quality of an event is experiential and 

subject to the judgement of its stakeholders. In other words, a programme’s quality 

depends on people’s experiences of it. Customer evaluation provides one of the ways with 

which to measure programme quality. Other ways of measuring programming quality may 

be through benchmarking against other events, through expert opinions, or through 

experiential research (Getz, 2012).  

How then does one measure the quality of an experience? Experiences are inherently 

subjective, fleeting and intangible, so defining experience quality is difficult. Because of 

this, measuring perceived quality usually focuses on functional aspects, or the way in 

which the products or services are delivered. If visitors’ perceptions of their experience 

match or exceed their expectations, then quality is assured (Bowdin et al. 2011). 

One of the most commonly used frameworks for measuring service quality is the 

SERVQUAL model developed by Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry (1988).  Its purpose is 

to give service providers an understanding of the expectations and perceptions of their 

customers and help to pinpoint areas of service quality that require improvement. The 

SERVQUAL model comprises a multiple-item scale for assessing customer perceptions of 

service quality. Through empirical research, this scale was refined and compressed into 

five dimensions of service quality:  
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1. “tangibles”, such as physical facilities and appearance of personnel; 

2. “reliability,” referring to the dependability and accuracy of service 
performance;  

3. “responsiveness”, or a willingness to help customers promptly; 

4. “assurance,” such as staff’s courtesy and ability to inspire trust and 
confidence;  

5. “empathy,” which means providing caring and personal attention to each 
customer.  

The model has many practical applications. It can be used to assess the individual quality 

of each of the five dimensions by averaging the scores given for each of them. It can also 

provide an overall measure of service quality by averaging the scores across all five 

dimensions. Finally, it can also be used to determine the relative impact of the five 

dimensions on customers’ overall quality perceptions. Although the reliability and validity 

of the SERVQUAL model has been thoroughly tested, the model’s value becomes more 

pronounced when it is used periodically to track service quality (Parasuraman et al., 1988). 

Despite the fact that festival studies have existed as a sub-field of event studies since the 

early 1990’s (Getz, 2010), literature on festival programming is limited and few studies 

have sought to assess the nature of festival programming or its impact on festival success 

(Yan et al. 2011; de Valck, 2012). One study by Yoon, Lee & Lee (2010) attempted to 

examine whether programming had an impact on the perceived value of South Korea’s 

Punngi Ginseng festival. They hypothesised that “festival programme” was a quality 

dimension contributing positively to festival value. Other quality dimensions included 

informational services, food and facilities. The study was based on a visitor survey that 

asked respondents to evaluate several aspects of these quality dimensions (for example, 

whether the programme was funny, varied, well managed, etc.) as well as their overall 

satisfaction with the festival. Findings showed that the festival programme was the 

dimensions most strongly associated with value (Yoon et al., 2010). 

Noting the general lack of academic research on festival programming, Yan et al. (2011) 

devised a six-dimensional visitor survey framework for measuring the quality of festival 

programming itself and its relation to visitor satisfaction. The study argues that 

programming quality is a unique category of service quality and expands on the 

SERVQUAL model by exploring and defining the dimensions of festival programming 
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quality. To the author’s knowledge, this is the only study to date that attempts to 

systematically categorize and evaluate the different elements of festival programming and 

assess their contribution to visitor experience. The framework, which integrates artistic, 

emotional and technological factors, provides the basis for this dissertation’s study. The six 

dimensions of festival programming are: (1) diversity in various aspects of programme; (2) 

balance of stakeholder requirements; (3) arrangement of simultaneity; (4) provision of 

incremental experiences; (5) allocation of flexibility; and (6) linkage with traditional 

tourism components. The study also confirmed the hypothesis that programming quality 

contributed positively to overall visitor satisfaction (see Figure 1 below) (Yan et al., 2011).  

 

 

Figure 1: The Dimensions of Programming Quality and Visitor Satisfaction (Yan et al., 2011) 
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Diversity. The first dimension of diversity refers to extent of variety of festival aspects 

such as content, categories and features. It can also refer to other characteristics of the 

programme, such as venues, ambience and special effects (Yan et al., 2011). Thus, 

diversity refers not only to what is offered but how it is offered. For the purpose of this 

dissertation, the term “variety” could be used almost interchangeably with diversity. 

Balance of stakeholder requirements. The second dimension determines how well festival 

organisers have made appropriate consideration of key stakeholder demands, particularly 

those of sponsors. Sponsors play significant role in the successful hosting of festivals 

(Allen et al. 2011) so festival organisers must allow room for sponsors’ messages in the 

programme, without overwhelming festival guests (Yan et al., 2011).  

Simultaneity. This dimension refers to the frequency and necessity of festival activities 

held in different places at the same time. When a festival runs two or more programmes 

simultaneously at different venues, festival guests are given more choices about where to 

go and what to attend. However, this can have a negative effect if the purpose is to focus 

attention on a certain parts of the programme (Yan et al. 2011). 

Incrementality denotes the curved and psychological “path” of the festival programme. 

Imagine the festival as a story plotline, with different introduction, rising action, climax 

and epilogue components. Good programming places individual emphasis on these plotline 

elements so that they are felt and appreciated by visitors (Yan et al. 2011). The building of 

incrementality and playing out of key moments (or “WOW” factors such as the triumphant 

sports team hoisting the trophy, the kiss after the wedding vows, or Jacques-Louis David’s 

pigeons) is a particular concern of experience design (Berridge, 2007) The term 

“incrementality” is difficult to exchange for simpler word. Possibly phrases such as 

“suspense factor” or “storyline” could be used as well, but not without sufficient 

explanation. 

Flexibility. The allocation of flexibility is mainly concerned with operational features of 

the festival, such as appropriate pace and length of festival activities as well as the 

allowance of free time. This dimension also considers venue and staging conditions, so for 

the purpose of this dissertation, we include venue locations and accessibility (for a map of 

the 2014 RIFF venues, see Appendix C). Yan et al. (2011) found that festival visitors 

attached the greatest importance to this dimension out of the six examined.  
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Linkage with traditional tourism components. Finally, this dimension denotes the degree 

to which festival organisers promote festival tourism in the wider destination (such as the 

hosting city) and coordinate with existing products in the tourism and hospitality sectors. 

For example, does the festival take advantage of local attractions and features? (Yan et al., 

2011). One of the ways RIFF has done so is by hosting a “Swim Theatre” at Sundhöllin, 

Reykjavík’s oldest public pool (RIFF, 2013). Also, there should be good accessibility from 

the event venue(s) to tourist attractions (Yan et al., 2011). This dimension carries particular 

weight because festivals play a significant role in the development of tourism in their host 

cities and regions, as will be further discussed in the section below.  

2.2 Festivals and tourism 
A festival can be described as a public, themed celebration (Getz, 1991) and as such, 

festivals have accompanied man since the dawn of time. Traditionally, festivals had 

religious roots and marked important life events (such as birth, marriage, harvests) through 

celebration (Allen et al., 2011). Today, festivals present a special opportunity for leisure, 

social and/or cultural experiences outside the range of everyday programmes or activities 

normally on offer (Getz, 2005). While most festivals aren’t created for the sole purpose of 

attracting visitors from abroad, many existing local festivals can be marketed for tourists 

(Andersson & Getz, 2009). It is important to recognise, however, that tourists and locals 

represent two very different stakeholder groups when it comes to festivals, whose interests 

may not always align.  

It is widely acknowledged that festivals play a vital role in destination branding and can be 

used as a marketing tool to increase tourism (Andersson & Getz, 2009; Getz, 2008; 

Felsenstein & Fleischer, 2003). Because of their infrequent occurrence and novelty, 

festivals create a demand for tourism services not only at a specific place but also at a 

specific time (Andersson & Getz, 2009). Therefore, festivals are often used to attract 

foreign visitors during low season and thus extend seasonal demand. Governments and 

other public bodies are becoming increasingly aware that festivals play an important and 

strategic role in the brand image of cities (Robertson & Wardrop, 2003) and Reykjavík is 

clearly no exception. Recently, VisitReykjavík (2013), a marketing agency for the city, 

hosted a symposium titled “Reykjavík Festival City,” inviting festival managers and 

collaborators in the tourist industry to discuss their mutual goal of promoting Reykjavík as 
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a “Festival City”. The City of Reykjavík (Reykjavíkurborg, 2011) has also recognized the 

role of festivals in attracting tourists in its policy-making. However, Quinn (2005) point 

out that local authorities often fail to appreciate the social value of festivals, viewing them 

instead as quick solutions to economic or image problems.  

Festivals and special events have gained ever-increasing importance in the tourism 

industry worldwide, so much that the term “event tourism,” first coined by the New 

Zealand Tourist and Publicity Department in 1987, has come to refer to a separate topic of 

research within the field of tourism studies. Event tourism denotes the interdisciplinary 

practice of organising, developing and marketing of events for tourists (Getz, 2008). The 

relationship between event tourism, tourism studies and event management can be seen on 

Figure 2 below. Even within event tourism, “festival tourism” has become a prominent 

area of focus, so much that the term “festivalisation” has been coined to suggest an over-

commodification of festivals exploited by tourism and marketers (Quinn 2005), which 

treats festivals as mere tools for economic development (Getz, 2010) instead of as having 

intrinsic social and cultural value (Andersson & Getz, 2009). Indeed, most academics 

agree that the study of economic impacts is particularly dominant in the discourse on 

festivals and events, likely because economic benefits are the most wanted among 

stakeholders in the events industry (Getz, 2010, 2008; Allen et al., 2011). Over-

emphasising economic success and prioritising tourists’ needs can have negative effects on 

festival experiences. These can include disruption of residents’ daily lives as festivals 

expand and arrogate public space. Rising ticket prices can also contribute to community 

alienation. These are dangers that become inherent in large and internationally-acclaimed 

festivals such as the Edinburgh Fringe (Ind & Todd, 2011). 
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Figure 2: Tourism Management & Tourism Studies, Event Tourism, and Event Management & Event 
Studies (Getz, 2008) 

While the purpose of a festival may be to attract tourists, it should not be forgotten that its 

success is largely dependent on the support and participation of the local population 

(Gursoy et al., 2004; Kaplanidou et al., 2013). This is because festivals celebrate a 

society’s values and identity (Getz, 2010) and therefore have to incorporate belonging and 

sharing (Getz, 2012) Festivals also play a significant role in the development of cultural 

life of their communities. They provide not only an opportunity to lift spirits but also to 

enhance the destination’s image and showcase its strengths, as well as creating a 

consolidated sense of community and fostering local organisational development (Derret, 

2009; Gursoy et al., 2004; Allen et al., 2011). For example, after hosting the European City 

of Culture in 2008, the majority (85%) of Liverpool residents agreed that the city was a 

better place to live in than before the event (García, Melville & Cox, 2010). Swart & Bob 

(2005) noted that Cape Town residents felt the North Sea Jazz Festival added to their 

quality of life and the social fabric of the city. Because visitors to most festivals are 

overwhelmingly local, Crompton & McKay (1997) recommend regarding festivals as 

recreation rather than as tourism offerings. From this we can deduce that festival organisers 

must at the very least lend some consideration to the balance between the two. 
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3 Methodology 
This dissertation makes a quantitative study of visitor perceptions of festival programming 

quality. The research aims set forth in the introduction will be addressed through statistical 

analysis of survey data. A survey study involves drawing up a numeric description of 

trends or opinions of a specified population (such as showing a connection between a 

person’s age or origin on the one hand and their overall experience at the festival on the 

other hand) by gathering statistical data from a sample of that population and drawing 

inferences from the results (Creswell, 2014). Findings are therefore based on an inductive 

method, meaning that the study’s conclusions are drawn from patterns or themes observed 

in the gathered data without a pre-formulated hypothesis in mind, as opposed to a 

deductive method which entails reasoning one’s way towards a particular and certain 

conclusion. Conclusions made by induction are inherently uncertain; they are merely 

presumptions based on collected information and argument for them can be either strong or 

weak, but neither proven nor disproven. Readers should be mindful of this when 

interpreting the results of the study. It is equally important to remember that while surveys 

can show correlation between two variables, they do not prove that one variable causes or 

affects the other (Creswell 2014). 

3.1 Questionnaire design 
The visitor survey is anonymous and conducted on-site in the form of a questionnaire. As 

mentioned previously, the survey is based on the six-dimensional framework developed by 

Yan et al. (2011) discussed in the previous chapter. The six dimensions for measuring 

programming quality are: (1) diversity in various aspects of programs; (2) balance between 

stakeholder requirements; (3) arrangement of simultaneity; (4) provision of incremental 

experiences; (5) allocation of flexibility; and (6) linkage with traditional tourism 

components.  

Reducing these concepts into suitable and appropriate survey questions provides a 

challenge, since most of them require some explaining. Questionnaires that are too long 

generally receive a lower response rate (Wisker, 2001) because participants become bored 
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or irritated and fail to complete them. For the purpose of this study, only four dimensions – 

diversity, incrementality, flexibility, and linkage with tourism – will be examined. In order 

to avoid participant fatigue, the concept of simultaneity will be omitted as it is too 

complicated to reduce to simple terms that can be quickly and easily understood by 

participants. Also, as it is only visitors’ perceptions of these dimensions that are under 

scrutiny, assessing the balance between stakeholders’ interests would require a more 

holistic approach than merely collecting visitors’ opinions, and will therefore be excluded 

as well.  

The survey asks participants to individually rate the four dimensions of festival programme 

quality, as well as the overall quality of the festival programme and the overall quality of 

their festival experience, on a scale of 1-5, where 1 represents “Poor” and 5 represents 

“Excellent.” Participants can also reply “Not Sure” for each question. These six questions 

are the dependent variables of the study, i.e. variables that may or may not be influenced 

by the independent variables. The survey’s independent variables involve questions on 

demographics. While such questions mainly serve as easy, “warm-up” questions, they can 

also be used to identify differences in tastes and attitudes between different demographic 

groups. They also directly benefit RIFF itself as they help to establish a demographic 

profile of the festival’s customer base that can be used for marketing purposes. These 

include questions about age, visitors’ motivation for attending the festival (such as a 

professional or scholarly interest or for pleasure) and, most importantly, origin, in order to 

identify local, domestic and foreign visitors. Participants will also be asked how many 

screenings they are attending at the 2014 festival. Yan et al. (2011) note that visitors with 

more exposure to the festival are likely to be more knowledgeable about and have deeper 

experiences of the festival programme. Finally, an optional comment area gives 

participants the opportunity to voice additional opinions or point out issues that are not 

addressed by the survey. The survey in its entirety can be viewed in Appendix A. 

The survey was made available in two languages: English and Icelandic. To avoid 

participant fatigue, the questionnaire comprised only one page (English on the front and 

Icelandic on the reverse side) with no more than ten questions and a comment area, so as to 

be administered as quickly and smoothly as possible. 
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3.2 Population sample 
The specified population for this study is the entire number of visitors to the 2014 RIFF 

festival. RIFF organisers estimate the number of guests to be around 20,000-25,000 (RIFF, 

2014a, 2013); however, these numbers appear to reflect individual visits to the festival, not 

individual persons. Since one person can attend many of the festival’s events, the number 

is almost certainly a good deal lower than 25,000. Unofficial claims made by RIFF staff 

estimate the number of festival passes (which grant access to all film screenings) sold at 

the 2013 festival to be around 700 or 800, but it is also possible to purchase individual 

tickets as well as discount card valid for 8 films (which can be used by more than one 

person) (RIFF 2014a) This makes it difficult to estimate the number of actual individuals 

attending the festival and thus the study’s population size, although it is almost certainly 

lower than 25,000 and higher than 700.  

Because of the uncertainty of the population size and the lack of means for counting and/or 

identifying festival attendees, it is almost impossible to select a random or systematic 

sample population. Instead, a convenience sample (where respondents are chosen based on 

convenience and availability) must suffice (Creswell, 2014). This method opens up the 

possibility that the sample is in some way biased and that this will result in less accurate 

results. The best way to deal with this issue is to systematically ask festival attendees to 

take part in the survey and in no way exclude or mark any of the population in advance. 

According to the Central Limit Theorem, if a large enough sample is drawn from a 

population, then the distribution of the sample mean is approximately normal, no matter 

what population the sample was drawn from. Therefore, the more responses collected, the 

more accurate the results (Navidi, 2011). For this study, the goal was set at 1000 collected 

responses. Although in statistical terms the results become more accurate with more 

collected responses, it is necessary to distinguish between statistical significance and 

practical significance when interpreting the results (Agresti & Finlay, 2014). These issues 

will be addressed in more depth in Chapter 4. 
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3.3 Data collection 
The visitor surveys were administered during the 2014 RIFF festival from September 25th 

to October 5th (including both dates) with the help of family members and festival 

volunteers. Survey collection took place at festival’s four screening venues: Bíó Paradís, 

Háskólabíó, Tjarnarbíó and the Nordic House (i. Norræna Húsið). A map of these venues 

can be viewed in Appendix C.  Responses were not collected at the special events such as 

the drive-in cinema or master classes, which would have involved extensive logistics and 

considerable manpower. Most responses were collected by soliciting guests as they arrived 

at the venues, usually as they were queuing at the ticket office or waiting to be admitted 

into the screening rooms. For the greatest part of the festival duration, survey-collectors 

were present in at least two of the four venues during peak screening times (usually from 

16:00-22:00). Because of the large number of screenings and high-profile events (such as 

premieres) occurring at the larger venues Bíó Paradís and Háskólabíó (RIFF 2014a), as 

well as their greater capacity for larger crowds, the author chose to concentrate efforts at 

these two venues. As a result, the majority of responses were collected from these two 

theatres (see Findings in Chapter 4). Surveys were also placed by each venue’s ticket 

office and on nearby tables along with pens and submission boxes clearly marked “RIFF 

Survey – please submit responses here,” so that visitors had the opportunity to respond 

even if not solicited to do so. The results of the survey are set forth in the next chapter and 

further discussed in Chapter 5. 

3.4 Statistical analysis 
Finally, a statistical analysis of the survey data is necessary to assess the study’s findings 

and answer the questions set forth in the introduction. The findings of such an analysis are 

presented in the following chapter. First, a demographic breakdown of the study’s 

participants is presented. For Question 1 (How does the quality of the RIFF festival 

programme measure in terms of the four dimensions of the festival programming quality 

set out by Yan et al.?) the answer is found by calculating the mean scores given by 

participants for each of the dimensions in question. The mean scores for overall 

programme quality and overall festival experience are also calculated. Thus, by assessing 

the scores for the four individual dimensions, we see how the 2014 RIFF festival ranks in 
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terms of the scale developed by Yan et al., as well as how visitors rate the programme’s 

quality in its entirety, and finally, how they rate their overall experience. 

For Questions 2 and 3, the correlation between the relevant variables is determined in order 

to assess the impact of one on the other. It should always be remembered, however, that 

survey results such as this one do not prove cause and effect (Creswell, 2014) but instead 

describe the relationship between two variables. A positive association between variables 

indicates that if the independent variable A is present, then dependent variable B tends to 

be present to the same or similar degree. Similarly, a negative association indicates that if 

the independent variable is present, the dependent variable tends to be absent, while no 

correlation indicates a lack of any relationship or association between the variables 

(Navidi, 2011).  

After calculating the correlation values, we attempt to gain a deeper understanding of the 

relationship between variables by comparing the mean scores of the dependent variables 

and the independent variables. Specifically, we attempt to determine whether there is a 

statistical difference between the mean scores given by different groups. This is done in 

two ways: firstly, by calculating the confidence intervals for the mean scores given for 

each variable, and secondly, by conducting a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test.  

A confidence interval is a range of numbers that indicate where the population’s real or 

“true” mean score might lie, if it were possible to calculate such a thing, with a certain 

degree of certainty, or “confidence”. Therefore, a 95% confidence interval is a range of 

numbers within which we can be 95% certain that the “true” mean score lies. The purpose 

of this is to determine whether or not there is a statistical (though not necessarily practical) 

difference between the responses given by different groups (such as demographic groups). 

If the 95% confidence intervals for different groups do not overlap, then it is possible to 

assert with 95 % certainty that the “true” mean scores for each group are different, 

statistically speaking. If however, the intervals do overlap then we are not able to say that 

there is statistical difference between the “true” mean scores of the two groups (Navidi, 

2011). 

ANOVA is a statistical test used to compare the mean scores of several groups at once. 

Specifically, it “compares” the confidence intervals between all these groups and 

determines if they overlap or not, thus determining whether or not there is a statistical 
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difference in the mean scores of several groups. The “test” takes place by exploring the 

hypothesis that the “true” mean scores of each group’s population are in fact the same 

number. If this hypothesis is rejected, then we may conclude – with a certain degree of 

confidence, usually 95% – that there is a statistical difference between the “true” mean 

scores of each population, i.e. that they are not the same number. If we cannot reject the 

hypothesis, we are not able to assert that there are any statistical differences between the 

different populations’ mean scores. To summarise the process, the ANOVA test calculates 

a significance number called p. The hypothesis is rejected with 95% certainty if p is lower 

than 0,05. If p is higher than 0,05, then the hypothesis cannot be rejected, and thus no 

conclusion can be made as to whether or not there is a statistical difference between mean 

scores of different populations (Navidi, 2011).  
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4 Findings 
During the course of the 2014 Reykjavík International Film Festival, 961 responses from 

festival visitors were collected in paper form. Using the IBM’s SPSS (Statistical Package 

for the Social Sciences) software package for statistical analysis, data from the paper 

surveys was manually entered and then analysed. The results are set forth in the sections 

below. The first section gives a brief demographic breakdown of participants, while 

sections 4.2-4.4. give results for each of the research questions set forth in the introduction. 

Finally, section 4.5 summarises the findings observed in the comments made by survey 

takers.  

4.1 Demographic breakdown 
The demographics are independent variables that show information about the participants 

themselves, not their views of the festival. The five different variables examined in the 

study are the location of response’s collection, language preference (English or Iceland) of 

respondents, their age, origin (i.e. place of permanent domicile) and number of 

films/events attending at RIFF 2014. Additionally, participants were asked to give their 

main motivations for attending the festival, which can be observed in Table 6. 

 Table 1 shows a breakdown of responses by the location or venue where it they were 

collected. The greatest number by far were collected at Bíó Paradís (560), and secondly at 

Háskólabíó (295). 

Table 1: Location of response collection 

Location Count 
Per cent 

(%) 

Cumulative 

Per cent 

 

Bíó Paradís 560 58,3 58,3 

Háskólabíó 295 30,7 89,0 

Tjarnarbíó 80 8,3 97,3 

Norrænahúsið 26 2,7 100,0 

Total 961 100,0  
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Table 2 shows the language in which participants chose to answer the survey. Icelandic 

had a slight majority (56,4%) over English (43,6%). 

In Table 3, we see a breakdown of participants into different age groups. The greatest 

number of attendees fell into the category of 18 to 25 year olds (31,9%) followed closely 

by those aged 26-35 (29,7%). Under-18s made up the smallest category, with only 40 

persons or 4,2% of participants. 

Table 4 shows participants’ origin in terms of permanent residence. Locals count for the 

majority (70%) of participants, followed by foreigners from overseas at 21%. Domestic 

visitors (i.e. visitors permanently residing in Iceland outside the greater Reykjavík 

Municipal Area) accounted for only 4,5% of participants. 

Table 2: Language preference of respondents 

Language Count 
Per cent 

(%) 

Cumulative Per 

cent 

 

Icelandic 542 56,4 56,4 

English 419 43,6 100,0 

Total 961 100,0  
 

Table 3: Age of participants 

Age (years) Count 
Percent 

(%) 

Cumulative 

Percent 

 

Under 18 40 4,2 4,2 

18-25 307 31,9 36,1 

26-35 285 29,7 65,8 

36-55 205 21,3 87,1 

Over 55 107 11,1 98,2 

No Answer / Invalid 17 1,8 100,0 

Total 961 100,0  
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Table 4: Participants' origin 

Origin Count Per cent 
Cumulative Per 

cent 

 

Local 673 70,0 70,0 

Domestic 43 4,5 74,5 

Foreign 202 21,0 95,5 

No Answer / Invalid 43 4,5 100,0 

Total 961 100,0  
 

Table 5 shows the number of films/events participants were attending. It should be noted 

that due to the wording of the survey and the fact that it was administered while the festival 

was still running, results can be interpreted as either the number of events already attend or 

the number of events participants intended to attend. 

It is interesting to note that the majority of participants (500) claim to attend 4 or more 

events at the RIFF Festival, and not only because it reveals RIFF customers to be avid 

movie-goers. As mentioned in the subchapter on population sample, estimating the number 

of individual persons attending RIFF is made difficult due to the fact that one person can 

account for many individual visits to the festival. RIFF organisers estimates that 25,000 

visits are made to the festival this year. Assuming that they gave accurate accounts of their 

festival attendance, we see that survey participants account for at least 2,674 visits or more 

than 10% of the estimates, and possibly a good deal more (one guest claimed to have 

attended over 20 screenings)! Therefore, in the absence of absolute certainty, we can say 

with considerable confidence that these numbers indicate that the survey reached a sample 

size of at least 10% of the 2014 RIFF visitor population. 

Table 5: Number of films/events attending 

Number of films attending Count Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

 

1 216 22,5 22,5 

2-3 229 23,8 46,3 

4 or more 500 52,0 98,3 

No Answer / Invalid 16 1,7 100,0 

Total 961 100,0  
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Lastly, participant’s main motivations for attending the festival are depicted in Table 6. It 

should be noted that since participants could choose more than one answer, percentages do 

not add upp to 100%.  The most common motivation for attending the festival was 

“Pleasure/escapism” (68,8%) followed by “Educational/cultural value” (42,4%). This is in 

accordance with Crompton & McKay’s (1997) findings that the primary motives for 

attending festivals are escapism, novelty and cultural exploration. 

Participants also had the opportunity to specify other motivations for attending the festival. 

These included reasons such as “To please my girlfriend,” “Family support” and “friends.” 

It should not be forgotten that festivals provide opportunities not only for pleasure or 

cultural enrichment but also to socialise or strengthen family ties (Crompton & McKay, 

1997). Another common reason given was “School project” and “screening my film” 

although these could also be classified under “Educational/cultural value” and 

“Professional interest,” respectively.  

Table 6: Participants' main motivation for attending RIFF 2014 

Main motivation Count Percentages (%) 

Professional interest 188 19,6% 

Pleasure/escapism 661 68,8% 

Interest in a particular film/ 
filmmaker 254 26,4% 

Educational/cultural value 407 42,4% 

Academic/scholarly interest 115 12,0% 

 

4.2 Findings for programming quality 
The first research question, “How does the quality of the RIFF festival programme 

measure in terms of framework set out by Yan et al.?” seeks to quantify the perceived 

quality of the 2014 RIFF festival programme in terms of four of the six dimensions of the 

Yan et al.’s programming quality framework; diversity, incrementality, flexibility and 

linkage with traditional tourism components. Participants were asked to rate each of these 

dimensions on a scale of 1-5, where 1 represented “Poor” and 5 represented “Excellent.” 

Participants could also reply “Not Sure” for each dimension. They were also asked to rate 

the overall quality of the festival programme and their overall festival experience on the 
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same scale. Table 7 below shows the amount of responses for each score, given in 

percentages of participants. The table also shows the mean score for each dimension on a 

scale of 1-5. Obviously, responses of  “Not sure” as well missing or invalid responses were 

omitted from the calculations of the mean score. 

Of the four dimensions, “Diversity” received the highest mean score (or average rating) of 

4,11.  “Linkage with tourism” received a score of 3,96 and “Flexibility” a score of 3,92. 

“Incrementality” had the lowest rating of 3,96 and also received the greatest number of 

“Not Sure” answers (44,2%). A rating of “4” was the most common score given for each of 

the dimensions of programming quality, although the most common answers given for 

both “Incrementality” and “Linkage with Tourism” was “Not Sure”. Less than 5% of 

participants gave a rating of 2 or lower for any of the four dimensions. Further results for 

each of the dimensions are broken down by all six demographic groups and can be viewed 

in Appendices D-G. 

Table 8 shows the scores given for overall programme quality and overall festival 

experience. Visitors gave these factors a mean score of 4,10 and 4,17, respectively, which 

is quite high given that the scale is from 1 to 5. Again, less than 5% of respondents gave 

either of these factors a score of 2 or lower. A further breakdown of results can be seen in 

Appendices H and I. 

Table 7: Festival Programme Quality scores: The four-dimensional scale  

 Dimension 1 2 

Score  
 

3 4 5 
"Not    
sure" 

No Answer/ 
Invalid 

Mean  
Score 

Diversity 0,2% 2,0% 12,4% 40,8% 26,0% 17,2% 1,4% 4,11 

Incrementality 0,8% 3,6% 17,3% 21,6% 10,2% 44,2% 2,2% 3,69 

Flexibility 1,4% 3,2% 15,6% 35,1% 20,1% 22,7% 2,0% 3,92 

Linkage with 
tourism 1,0% 3,3% 11,0% 23,3% 18,5% 40,6% 2,2% 3,96 
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Table 8: Scores for Overall Programme Quality and Overall Festival Experience 

Dimension Score "Not 
sure" 

No Answer/ 
Invalid 

Mean 
Score 1 2 3 4 5 

Overall programme 
quality 0,5% 2,7% 11,6% 43,6% 26,6% 13,3% 1,7% 4,10 

Overall festival 
experience 0,3% 2,1% 10,6% 39,8% 30,0% 15,4% 1,9% 4,17 

 

4.3 Relationships between dimensions, overall 
programme quality, and festival experience 

The second research question asks, “What is the relationship between individual 

dimensions of festival programming quality, perceived overall festival programme quality, 

and overall visitor experience?” It examines the correlation between individual dimensions 

and overall perceived festival programming quality on one hand and correlation between 

festival programming quality and overall festival experience on the other. In other words, 

how important are the four dimensions to festival programming and how important is the 

festival’s programming to its success? Do one or more dimensions influence overall visitor 

satisfaction more than others, and if so, what may that imply for festival organisers? 

A simplified portrayal of the results for this part of the survey can be viewed on Table 9 

and Table 10 below, while detailed results for each variable are presented in the 

subsections below.  

Table 9: Correlation between individual dimension ratings and overall festival programme quality 
ratings 

 Dimension Count 
Mean Score 
(Dimension) 

Mean Score  
(Overall programme 

quality) Correlation 

Diversity 773 4,13 4,09 0,598 

Incrementality 491 3,69 4,10 0,549 

Flexibility 686 3,93 4,10 0,472 

Linkage with 
tourism 521 3,97 4,14 0,415 
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For obvious reasons, “Not sure”, missing and invalid responses were not included in this 

part of the data analysis. For example, for “Diversity,” there were 773 responses giving 

scores for both diversity and overall festival quality. Of those 773 responses, the mean 

score given for “Diversity” was 4,13, while the mean score for overall programming 

quality was 4,09. The last column portrays the correlation between these ratings. 

Correlation signifies the interdependence of the two variables and is always represented by 

a number between -1 and +1, with the former indicating complete negative correlation and 

the latter complete positive correlation (Creswell, 2014). Here, we see that both diversity 

and incrementality show a fair amount of correlation with perceived programming quality 

(0,598 and 0,549, respectively), while flexibility and linkage with tourism show slightly 

less correlation (0,472 and 0,415, respectively). It is worth noting that although the 

correlation between these ratings is not entirely the same, there is not much difference in 

reporting a correlation number of 0,415 or 0,598 in practical terms. However, it is clear 

from these numbers that there is a certain correlation between these ratings, which we will 

delve further into later in this section. Perceived overall programme quality and overall 

festival experience showed greatest correlation (0,651) between any two variables, as seen 

in Table 10. Again, this should in practical terms be treated carefully as this correlation is 

not much greater from those mentioned above.  

In the next subsection we will look deeper into the results for each of the individual 

dimensions of festival programming quality in order to assess the accuracy of these results. 

Table 10: Correlation between overall festival programme quality ratings and overall festival 
experience 

Count 

Mean Score  
(Overall programme 

quality) 

Mean Score 
(Overall festival 

experience) Correlation 

745 4,10 4,18 0,651 

 

Diversity and perceived overall festival programme quality 

The ratings results for the four individual dimensions of festival programming quality all 

relate strongly to the perceived overall program quality rating by participants as seen on 

Table 9 above. We will now delve more closely into each of these dimensions and their 

relation to overall programme quality. 
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We begin by looking at survey results where participants gave ratings for both the 

programme’s diversity and the overall quality of the programme in order to evaluate the 

relationship between these two variables. Table 11 below shows the results for diversity 

grouped according to scores given for overall programme quality. The first line of this 

table shows that five persons who rated the diversity of the programme also gave the 

programme’s overall quality a score of 1. These same persons’ scores for diversity ranged 

from 1 to 4 with a average rating (mean score) of 2,8. We can also deduce from this table 

that the 95% confidence intervals for this mean score range from 1,18 up to 4,42. A 95% 

confidence interval is a statistical term that denotes the range of numbers within which we 

can be 95% certain that the population’s “true” mean score lies (Navidi 2011). The next 

four lines of this table also show the average scores and confidence intervals for diversity 

grouped by the scores (2, 3, 4, and 5) given for overall programme quality. 

Table 11: Confidence intervals for diversity and perceived overall festival programme quality 

Score Count 
Mean 

score 

Standard 

deviation 

95% Confidence Interval for 

Mean Score Minimum Maximum 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

1 5 2,80 1,304 1,18 4,42 1 4 

2 25 3,00 ,866 2,64 3,36 2 5 

3 97 3,40 ,745 3,25 3,55 1 5 

4 375 4,08 ,613 4,02 4,14 2 5 

5 231 4,66 ,502 4,59 4,72 3 5 

Total 733 4,13 ,770 4,07 4,18 1 5 

 

However, before looking at the results in more depth it is necessary to address the issue of 

statistical significance versus practical significance. This issue is discussed to some length 

by Agresti & Finlay (2014) and entails that the larger the sample, the narrower the 

confidence intervals become, and the narrower the confidence intervals, the greater the 

likelihood that there is a degree of statistical difference or significance in the data. 

However, this statistical significance is not necessarily a very practical significance. This 

is easy to imagine: Say for example that we draw a large sample of girls and a large sample 

of boys from a population of each gender and ask them to rate a newly released pop song 

on a scale from 1 to 5. The girls give it a mean score of 4,25 with a 95% confidence 

interval ranging from 4,19 to 4,31. This means that we can be 95% certain that the entire 
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girl population’s mean score (or “true” mean score) will lie somewhere between 4,19 and 

4,31. Meanwhile, the boys rated it at 4,12 on average, with a 95% confidence interval 

ranging from 4,06 to 4,18. We can therefore be 95% certain that the entire boy 

population’s mean score will lie somewhere between 4,06 and 4,18. Because the girls’ and 

boys’ intervals do not overlap, we can be 95% certain that girl population and the boy 

population will have different mean scores. It is obvious, then, that statistically speaking 

there is a significant difference between the opinions of girls and boys. However, it is also 

quite clear that in practical terms there is not much difference between average ratings of 

4,25 and 4,12 when the scale is from 1 to 5. This makes it difficult to assert that girls and 

boys truly have different perceptions of the song. 

In this subsection, and the ones after it, we will therefore attempt to address the issue of 

statistical significance versus practical significance for each of the individual dimensions. 

In some cases the practical significance between findings may be similar to the statistical 

significance, but since practical significance is a somewhat intangible concept, it needs to 

be assessed on a case-by-case basis.  

Turning again to Table 11, we look at the mean scores for diversity given by persons rating 

the overall programme quality at 2, 3, 4 and 5 (in lines 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively). From 

these results, it is clear that the mean scores for diversity are correlated to overall 

programme quality. This was also seen in Table 9 above. By looking at the 95% 

confidence intervals for the mean scores we see at once that there is a statistical difference 

between the mean scores in lines 3, 4 and 5 because the intervals do not overlap. This 

points to the conclusion that the higher the score for overall programme quality, the higher 

the score given for diversity, thus indicating that diversity plays a part in good 

programming.  

Another way to analyse the relationship between diversity and overall programme quality 

is to perform a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test to determine whether or not 

there is a statistical difference between mean scores. Essentially, this test checks the 

likelihood that the mean score for diversity is actually the same for all five groups of 

overall programme quality scores and that differences between them are purely 

coincidental. This is done by presenting the hypothesis that all mean scores are in fact the 
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same and then rejecting the hypothesis (Navidi, 2011). We use SPSS to conduct the 

ANOVA test and present the results, which are set forth in Table 12 below.  

The most important information is given in the last column Sig, which shows the 

significance number with which the hypothesis can be rejected. It is common to aim for a 

95% confidence level (Navidi, 2011) in order to reject a hypothesis, i.e. it is rejected if the 

significance number is below 0,05 (see subchapter 3.4). For example, if the last column 

showed a significance number of 0,08, we would not be able to reject the hypothesis. If, 

however, the significance number were 0,03 we could reject the hypothesis with 95% 

confidence. By looking at Table 12, we deduce that the hypothesis is in fact rejected at the 

95% confidence level, because p is less than 0,05 (Navidi, 2011). 

It is often convenient to look at data graphically and Figure 3 below shows the relationship 

between diversity and overall programme quality where the mean scores given for 

diversity have been plotted against the scores given for overall programme quality. It is 

easy to see that the two variables have a correlation. 

Table 12: Results of an ANOVA test for diversity against overall programme quality 

 Sum of 

Squares 
df Mean Square F Sig. 

Between Groups 157,593 4 39,398 103,598 ,000 

Within Groups 276,860 728 ,380   
Total 434,453 732    
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Figure 3: Correlation between diversity and overall programme quality 

 

We have now shown that there is a statistical difference observed between the mean scores 

given for diversity, but what can be said about these results in practical terms? We observe 

from Table 11 that the mean scores for diversity, grouped by ratings for overall programme 

quality, range from 2,80 up to 4,66. In practical terms this can be interpreted as having a 

moderate effect, given that the scale was 1 to 5. Therefore, both in statistical and practical 

terms, there does seem to be some association between a programme’s diversity and the 

overall quality of the programme and thus we may conclude that the programme’s 

diversity does matter somewhat for overall programme quality. 

Incrementality and perceived overall festival programme quality 

We now look at survey results where participants gave ratings for both the programme’s 

incrementality and the overall quality of the programme in order to evaluate the 

relationship between these two variables. Table 13 below shows the results for 
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incrementality grouped according to score given for overall programme quality. The first 

line of this table shows that four persons who rated the incrementality of the programme 

also gave the programme’s overall quality a score of 1. These same persons’ score for 

incrementality ranged from 1 to 4 with a average rating (mean score) of 2,0. We can also 

deduce from this table that the 95% confidence interval for this mean is from -0,25 up to 

4,25. The fact that this interval actually contains a negative number shows that the 

uncertainty is high for this group, mainly because there are so few responses in it. The next 

four lines of this table give us a summary of average scores given for incrementality, 

grouped by the scores given for overall programme quality. 

By looking at the mean scores for incrementality given by persons rating the overall 

programme quality at 2, 3, 4 and 5 (in lines 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively) it is clear that the 

mean scores for incrementality are correlated to overall programme quality. This was also 

seen in Table 9 above. By looking at the 95% confidence intervals we see at once that there 

is a statistical difference between the mean scores in lines 3, 4 and 5 because the intervals 

do not overlap. This points to the conclusion that the higher the score for overall 

programme quality, the higher the score for incrementality, thus indicating that 

incrementality does play a part in good programming. 

Table 13: Confidence Intervals for incrementality and perceived overall festival programme quality 

Score Count 
Mean 

score 

Standard 

deviation 

95% Confidence Interval for 

Mean Score Minimum Maximum 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

1 4 2,00 1,414 -,25 4,25 1 4 

2 18 2,67 ,840 2,25 3,08 1 4 

3 65 3,02 ,838 2,81 3,22 1 5 

4 242 3,57 ,750 3,47 3,66 1 5 

5 162 4,31 ,716 4,20 4,42 2 5 

Total 491 3,69 ,911 3,61 3,77 1 5 

 

We now look into the results of the ANOVA test, which is designed to test the hypothesis 

that the difference we see in the mean scores for incrementality between groups giving 

different scores for overall programme quality is purely coincidental. If we manage to 

reject this hypothesis we can conclude – with 95% confidence – that there is an actual 

difference in the mean scores given for incrementality. We see from Table 14 that the 
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hypothesis is in fact rejected, because the significance number Sig. is less than 0,05, and 

we may therefore conclude that the programme incrementality does impact the overall 

programme quality to a certain degree, according the survey’s results (Navidi, 2011). 

Table 14: Results of an ANOVA test for incrementality against overall programme quality 

 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Between Groups 125,567 4 31,392 54,294 ,000 

Within Groups 280,995 486 ,578   
Total 406,562 490    

 

Figure 4 below shows the relationship between incrementality and overall programme 

quality where the mean scores given for incrementality have been plotted against the 

scores given for overall programme quality. Again, it is apparent that the two variables 

show a correlation. 

 

Figure 4: Correlation between incrementality and overall programme quality 
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We have now shown that there is a statistical difference between the mean scores for 

incrementality and now turn to the practical meanings of these results. We see from Table 

13 that the mean scores for incrementality grouped by ratings for overall programme 

quality range from 2,00 to 4,31. In practical terms this can be said to show a moderate 

effect, given that the scale was from 1 to 5. Therefore, in both statistical and practical 

terms, there appears to be some association between the programme’s incrementality and 

its overall quality. 

Flexibility and perceived overall festival programme quality 

We now look at survey results where participants gave ratings for both the flexibility of the 

program and the overall quality of the programme in order to evaluate the relationship 

between these two variables. Table 15 below shows the results for flexibility grouped 

according to score given for overall programme quality. The first line of this table shows 

that three persons who rated the flexibility of the programme also gave the programme’s 

overall quality a score of 1. These same persons’ score for flexibility ranged from 1 to 5 

with a average rating (mean score) of 2,33. We can also deduce from this table that the 

95% confidence interval for this mean score is from -3,4 up to 8,07. The fact that this 

interval actually contains a negative number, again, shows only that the uncertainty for this 

group is high, mainly because of the low number of responses in it. The next four lines of 

this table give us a summary for average scores given for incrementality grouped by the 

scores given for overall programme quality. 

By looking at the mean scores given for flexibility by persons rating the overall 

programme quality at 2, 3, 4 and 5 (in lines 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively) it is clear that the 

mean scores for flexibility are correlated to overall programme quality. This was also seen 

in Table 9 above. By looking at the 95% confidence intervals for the mean scores we see at 

once that there is a statistical difference between the means in lines 2, 3, 4 and 5 because 

the intervals do not overlap. This points to the conclusion that the higher the score for 

overall programme quality, the higher the score for flexibility, thus indicating that 

flexibility plays a role in good programming. 
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Table 15: Confidence Intervals for flexibility and perceived overall festival programme quality 

Score Count 
Mean 

score 

Standard 

deviation 

95% Confidence Interval for 

Mean Score Minimum Maximum 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

1 3 2,33 2,309 -3,40 8,07 1 5 

2 23 2,61 ,941 2,20 3,02 1 4 

3 94 3,40 ,920 3,22 3,59 1 5 

4 350 3,87 ,792 3,78 3,95 1 5 

5 216 4,41 ,697 4,32 4,51 2 5 

Total 686 3,93 ,902 3,86 3,99 1 5 

 

We now look into the results of the ANOVA test. Again, if we manage to reject the 

hypothesis that the differences observed in the mean scores for flexibility between groups 

giving different scores for overall programme quality are purely coincidental we can 

conclude that there is a statistical difference in the mean scores given for flexibility. We 

can see from Table 16 that the hypothesis is in fact rejected with 95% confidence, because 

the significance number Sig. is less than 0,05, and we may therefore conclude that the 

programme flexibility does impact the programme’s overall quality according the survey’s 

results (Navidi, 2011). 

Figure 5 below shows the relationship between flexibility and overall programme quality 

where the mean scores given for flexibility have been plotted against the scores given for 

overall programme quality. It is easy to see that the two variables have a correlation. 

Table 16: Results of an ANOVA test for flexibility against overall programme quality 

 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Between Groups 125,408 4 31,352 49,446 ,000 

Within Groups 431,801 681 ,634   
Total 557,208 685    
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Figure 5: Correlation between flexibility and overall programme quality 

 

We have now shown that there is a statistical difference in the answers for incrementality 

and now turn to the practical meanings of these results. We see from Table 15 that the 

mean scores for flexibility grouped by ratings for overall programme quality range from 

2,33 to 4,41. In practical terms this can be said to show a moderate effect, given that the 

scale was from 1 to 5. Therefore, in both statistical and practical terms, there appears to be 

some association between the programme’s flexibility and its overall quality. 

Linkage with the tourism industry and perceived overall festival 
programme quality 

We now look at survey results where participants gave ratings for both the programme’s 

linkage with the tourism industry and the overall quality of the programme in order to 

evaluate the relationship between these two variables. Table 17 below shows the results for 

linkage with the tourism industry grouped according to score given for overall programme 
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quality. The first line of this table shows that two persons who rated linkage with the 

tourism industry also gave the programme’s overall quality a score of 1. These same 

persons’ score for linkage with the tourism industry ranged from 1 to 5 with a average 

rating (mean score) of 3,00. We can also see from this table that the 95% confidence 

interval for this mean score ranges from -22,41 up to 28,41. Once again, the fact that this 

interval contains a negative number shows that the uncertainty for this group is very high, 

mainly because of the small number of responses. The next four lines of this table give us a 

summary for average scores given for linkage with tourism grouped by the scores given for 

overall programme quality. 

By looking at the mean scores for linkage with tourism given by persons rating the overall 

programme quality at 2, 3, 4 and 5 (in lines 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively) it is clear that the 

mean scores for linkage with tourism are correlated to overall programme quality. This was 

also seen in Table 9 above. By looking at the 95% confidence intervals for the mean scores 

we see at once that there is a statistical difference between the means in lines 3, 4 and 5 

because the intervals do not overlap. This points to the conclusion that the higher the score 

for overall programme quality, the higher the score for linkage with tourism, thus 

indicating that linkage with the tourism industry plays a part in good programming. 

We now look into the results of the ANOVA test. Following the same logic as explained in 

the subsections above, because the significance number Sig. is lower than 0,05, we may 

conclude that the programme’s linkage with the tourism industry does matter for the 

programme’s overall quality (Navidi, 2011). 

Table 17: Confidence Intervals for linkage with the tourism industry and perceived overall festival 
programme quality 

Score Count 
Mean 

score 

Standard 

deviation 

95% Confidence Interval for 

Mean Score Minimum Maximum 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

1 2 3,00 2,828 -22,41 28,41 1 5 

2 15 3,13 1,060 2,55 3,72 1 5 

3 72 3,33 ,872 3,13 3,54 1 5 

4 253 3,88 ,862 3,77 3,98 1 5 

5 179 4,44 ,814 4,32 4,56 1 5 

Total 521 3,97 ,946 3,89 4,05 1 5 
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Table 18: Results of an ANOVA test for linkage with the tourism industry against overall programme 
quality 

 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Between Groups 82,563 4 20,641 27,812 ,000 

Within Groups 382,946 516 ,742   
Total 465,509 520    

 

Figure 6 below shows the relationship between linkage with the tourism industry and 

overall programme quality where the mean scores given for linkage with the tourism 

industry have been plotted against the scores given for overall programme quality. Once 

again, it is easily apparent that the two variables have some correlation. 

 

 

Figure 6: Correlation between linkage with tourism and overall programme quality 
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We have now shown that there is a statistical difference in the answers for linkage with 

tourism and now turn to the practical meanings of these results. We see from Table 17 that 

the mean scores for linkage with tourism, grouped by ratings for overall programme 

quality, range from 3,00 to 4,44. In practical terms this shows a weak effect when the scale 

given was from 1 to 5, as there is not much actual difference between a score of 3,13 and 

4,44 on that scale. Thus, in practical terms, linkage with tourism does not appear to 

significantly affect the programme’s overall quality. 

Perceived overall festival programme quality and overall festival 
experience 

We now look at the survey results where participants gave ratings for both the overall 

quality of the program and the overall festival experience in order to evaluate the 

relationship between these two variables. Table 19 below shows the results for overall 

quality of the program grouped according to the scores given for overall festival 

experience. The first line of this table shows that two persons who rated the overall quality 

of the program also gave their overall festival experience a score of 1. These same persons’ 

score for overall quality of the program ranged from 1 to 3 with a average rating (mean 

score) of 1,67. We can also deduce from this table that the 95% confidence interval for this 

mean ranges from -1,2 up to 4,54. And so forth, for the remaining rows. 

By looking at the mean scores for overall programme quality given by persons rating their 

overall festival experience at 2, 3, 4 and 5 (in lines 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively) it is clear 

that the mean scores for overall programme quality are correlated to overall festival 

experience. This was also seen in Table 10 above. By looking at the 95% confidence 

intervals for the mean scores we see at once that there is a statistical difference between the 

means in lines 2, 3, 4 and 5 because the intervals do not overlap. This points to the 

conclusion that the higher the score for overall festival experience, the higher the score for 

overall programme quality, indicating that the latter contributes positively to overall 

festival experience.. 
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Table 19: Confidence Intervals for perceived overall festival programme quality and overall festival 
experience 

Score Count 
Mean 

score 

Standard 

deviation 

95% Confidence Interval for 

Mean Score Minimum Maximum 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

1 3 1,67 1,155 -1,20 4,54 1 3 

2 19 2,58 1,121 2,04 3,12 1 4 

3 97 3,33 ,718 3,19 3,47 2 5 

4 348 4,00 ,558 3,94 4,06 2 5 

5 278 4,63 ,561 4,56 4,69 2 5 

Total 745 4,10 ,794 4,04 4,16 1 5 

 

We now look into the results of the ANOVA test. We can see from Table 20 that because 

the significance number Sig. is less than 0,05, we may therefore conclude (with 95% 

confidence) that overall programme quality does matter for the overall festival experience, 

according the survey’s results (Navidi, 2011). 

Figure 7 below shows the relationship between overall programme quality and overall 

festival experience where the mean scores given for overall programme quality have been 

plotted against the scores given for overall festival experience. It is easy to see that the two 

variables have a correlation. 

Table 20: Results of an ANOVA test for overall programme quality against overall festival experience 

 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Between Groups 199,615 4 49,904 136,857 ,000 

Within Groups 269,835 740 ,365   
Total 469,450 744    
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Figure 7: Correlation between overall programme quality and overall festival experience 

 

We have now shown that there is a statistical difference between the answers for overall 

programme quality and overall festival experience and now turn to the practical meanings 

of these results. We see from Table 19 that the mean scores for overall programme quality 

grouped by ratings for overall festival experience range from 1,67 to 4,63. In practical 

terms this can be said to show a moderate or significant effect, given that the scale was 

from 1 to 5. Therefore, in both statistical and practical terms, we may conclude that there is 

some association between the programme’s flexibility and its overall quality. 

4.4 Differences between locals and tourists 
Finally, the third research question, “Is there a significant difference between locals’ and 

tourists’ perceptions of festival programming quality?” addresses discrepancies occurring 

between local attendees and foreign visitors from overseas in order to identify the 
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differences in perception of festival strengths and weaknesses by locals and tourists 

respectively, which in turn may shed light on issues requiring attention or improvement. 

We begin by comparing the mean scores given for each of the four dimensions of Yan et 

al.’s framework as well as the mean scores given for overall programme quality and 

overall festival experience between the two demographic groups. These mean scores can 

be viewed in Table 21 below. We find that foreigners tend to have slightly higher mean 

scores; however, in order to assess any discrepancies, we need to address the each of the 

variables separately using the same methods as for Question 2. 

Table 22 shows statistical information on diversity scores based on the origin of the 

participants. We see that the mean diversity score given by foreign participants is slightly 

higher than the one given by local participant. Because the 95% confidence intervals 

overlap, we cannot infer that there is statistical difference in diversity scores between 

foreigners and locals, although this is a very close call. Also, when the scale given is from 

1 to 5, these mean scores of 4,07 and 4,21 given by locals and tourists respectively offer no 

grounds for arguing that there is any practical difference in answers based on origin. 

Table 21: Mean scores (by origin) 

 
Mean Score 

  Locals Foreigners 
Diversity 4,07 4,21 
Incrementality 3,64 3,75 

Flexibility 3,85 4,14 

Linkage with tourism 3,91 3,99 

Overall programme quality 4,05 4,17 

Overall festival experience 4,13 4,33 
 

Table 22: Confidence intervals for diversity (by origin) 

Origin N Mean 
Std. 

Deviation 

Std. 

Error 

95% Confidence Interval for 

Mean Minimum Maximum 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Local 549 4,07 ,755 ,032 4,00 4,13 1 5 

Foreign 164 4,21 ,779 ,061 4,09 4,33 2 5 

Total 713 4,10 ,762 ,029 4,04 4,16 1 5 
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Table 23 shows statistical information on incrementality scores based on the origin of the 

participants. We see that the mean incrementality score given by foreign participants is 

also slightly higher than the one given by local ones. Looking at the 95% confidence 

intervals we see that they overlap, meaning that there is no significant statistical difference 

in incrementality scores between foreigners and locals. It is also very clear from a practical 

point of view that a difference in means scores (3,64 and 3,75) is quite minimal so there is 

no reason to assert that there is a difference between the incrementality scores given by 

locals and foreigners. 

Table 24 shows statistical information on flexibility scores based on the origin of the 

participants, and again, the score given by foreign participants is slightly higher than the 

one given by locals. Looking at the 95% confidence intervals we see that they do not in 

fact overlap. We are therefore able to state with 95% confidence that there is a statistical 

difference in the scores given for flexibility between foreigners and locals. If we look at 

this in practical terms we can argue that there is a difference in the flexibility scores based 

on the origin of the participant, although the difference is not a very great one. This 

undoubtedly raises questions. Why is it that foreigners rate the flexibility of the programme 

higher than locals? 

Table 23: Confidence intervals for incrementality (by origin) 

Origin N Mean 
Std. 

Deviation 

Std. 

Error 

95% Confidence Interval for 

Mean Minimum Maximum 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Local 359 3,64 ,911 ,048 3,54 3,73 1 5 

Foreign 108 3,75 ,929 ,089 3,57 3,93 1 5 

Total 467 3,66 ,915 ,042 3,58 3,74 1 5 

 

Table 24: Confidence intervals for flexibility (by origin) 

Origin N Mean 
Std. 

Deviation 

Std. 

Error 

95% Confidence Interval for 

Mean Minimum Maximum 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Local 498 3,85 ,923 ,041 3,76 3,93 1 5 

Foreign 162 4,14 ,747 ,059 4,03 4,26 1 5 

Total 660 3,92 ,891 ,035 3,85 3,99 1 5 
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Table 25 shows statistical information on linkage with tourism scores based on the origin 

of the participants. Once again, we see that the mean scores given by foreign participants is 

slightly higher than the one given by local participants. Looking at the 95% confidence 

intervals we see that they overlap a great deal, so much that they are in fact almost the 

same. Therefore, we are unable to conclude that there is statistical difference in 

incrementality scores between foreigners and locals. In fact, based on this analysis, it is 

very likely that there is no significant discrepancy at all between locals and foreigners for 

this particular dimension. For obvious reasons, the practical implications of these findings 

are in accordance the statistical results; that is to say, it is unlikely that locals and 

foreigners experience a difference in quality for this dimension. 

Table 26 shows statistical information on overall programme quality scores based on the 

origin of the participants. We see that the mean overall programme quality score given by 

foreign participants is higher than the one given by local ones. Looking at the 95% 

confidence intervals we observe however that they do overlap, indicating that there is no 

statistical difference in overall programme quality scores between foreigners and locals. 

Looking at the practical implications of these findings, we instantly see that there is not 

much difference at all between the mean scores of 4,05 given locals and 4,17 given by 

foreigners, so we see no reason to argue that there is any real or significant difference 

there. 

Table 25: Confidence Intervals for Linkage with tourism (by origin) 

Origin N Mean 
Std. 

Deviation 

Std. 

Error 

95% Confidence Interval for 

Mean Minimum Maximum 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Local 356 3,91 ,958 ,051 3,81 4,01 1 5 

Foreign 146 3,99 ,990 ,082 3,82 4,15 1 5 

Total 502 3,93 ,967 ,043 3,85 4,02 1 5 
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Table 26: Confidence intervals for overall programme quality (by origin) 

Origin N Mean 
Std. 

Deviation 

Std. 

Error 

95% Confidence Interval for 

Mean Minimum Maximum 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Local 574 4,05 ,781 ,033 3,99 4,12 1 5 

Foreign 175 4,17 ,798 ,060 4,05 4,29 1 5 

Total 749 4,08 ,786 ,029 4,03 4,14 1 5 

 

Finally we look at Table 27 that shows statistical information for overall festival 

experience scores based on the origin of the participants. We see that the mean overall 

festival experience score given by foreign participants is higher than the one given by local 

ones. Looking at the 95% confidence intervals we see that they do not overlap at all. We 

are therefore able to state with 95% confidence that there is a significant statistical 

difference in the mean scores given for overall festival experience between foreigners and 

locals. This result is also interesting because only in the flexibility dimension was there a 

statistical difference in the results between locals and foreigners. So what is it that makes 

foreigners give their overall festival experience a higher score than locals? In practical 

terms, however, it is hard to state that there is any meaningful difference in overall 

experiences based on the origin of the attendees although there appears to be a slight 

discrepancy. We saw above that foreigners rated the flexibility of the festival higher than 

locals, but otherwise the results for each group were similar. Therefore it can hardly be 

asserted that the different perceptions of the programme’s flexibility may have resulted in a 

meaningful difference in overall festival experience. 

Table 27: Overall festival experience based on origin 

Origin N Mean 
Std. 

Deviation 

Std. 

Error 

95% Confidence Interval for 

Mean Minimum Maximum 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 

Local 554 4,13 ,756 ,032 4,07 4,19 1 5 

Foreign 175 4,33 ,782 ,059 4,21 4,44 2 5 

Total 729 4,18 ,766 ,028 4,12 4,23 1 5 
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4.5 Other findings 
The survey included a comment area for voicing additional opinions or touching on issues 

that were not addressed in the survey. These responses were numerous and varied. The list 

below, which is by no means exhaustive, provides a few examples grossly classified into 

thirteen categories: 

1. Comments about the festival programme, particularly which seem to involve its 
diversity or flexibility, including: 

• Allt of mikið af myndum í boði, sumar afspirnu lélegar [Too many films 
on offer, some of which are terrible];  

• Mættu vera fleiri sýningar á myndunum og níubíó [could offer more 
screenings of each film and more screenings at nine pm];  

• Small, but varied program [...] Well scheduled, easily accessible [...]       
participation in local tours/events was a big draw [...] competition has 
been weak, but program includes excellent film from year's other 
festivals (Boyhood, Force Majeure, Petit Quinquin, Pigeon sat on a 
Branch); 

• Væri gaman að hafa fleiri skandinavískar myndir - sér í lagi danskar 
og sænskar [Would be nice to have more Scandinavian films – 
particularly Danish and Swedish ones]; 

• Time for Q&A sometimes too short. I don't have much interest for 
documentaries and quite often the first two screenings of the afternoon 
didn't offer anything else than documentaries. In my opinion it would be 
best to mix fiction and documentaries for each period. It was sometimes 
difficult to get an idea of what kind of movies it was from the program. 
Giving some indication such as drama/comedy/thriller, etc. would help; 

• As always, there's a healthy mix of cinematic pearls and films of which 
I absolutely don't get the point. I'd wish for some more publically 
transparent criteria according to which films are accepted into the 
programme. Changing between cinemas is hard for people with 
disabilities (maybe a reference to relevant bus stops and departure 
times would help in the future) but this hardship is compensated by very 
helpful staff. 

2. Comments about the festival programme that expressed concern over the lack of 
consideration towards minority groups: 

• Já, flestar myndirnar er gerðar af karlmönnum og um karlmenn   
ótrúlega þreytandi viðfangsefni – please step it up! [Yes, most films are 
made by men and about men – incredibly tiring subject – please step it 
up!];  
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• Hátíðin myndi njóta góðs af því að sýna fleiri myndir um & eftir konur 
[The festival would benefit from showing more films about & by 
women];    

• Hjólastólaaðgengi er ekki tryggt á hátíðinni –óviðunandi. Vinsamlegast 
hættið að mismuna fólki eftir líkamlegu atgervi [Wheelchair access is 
not guaranteed at the festival –unacceptable. Please stop 
discriminating people based on physical capacity];   

• Fleiri LGTB myndir [More LGTB films] 

3. Comments in relation to the survey:  

• I just came here to buy a beer. I wasn't expecting any kind of spanish 
inquisition;  

• Question no 6 is totally incomprehensible.  

4. Comments about individual films or events, such as:  

• The minute program at Loft Hostel was shit, literally (28 sept); 

• The War film at the Nordic House was excellent! (29 sept);  

• The Q&A of "Home in the Ice" was mainly in Icelandic, short 
summaries in English would have been nice. 

5. Comments about the printed programme, particularly regarding the lack of page 
numbers in the schedule outline (see Appendix B). 

• Vantar blaðsíðutöl aftast [Page numbers missing in the back];  

• Should include number in back of the program, easier to look movies 
up. Also, on the second weekend, it gets complicated to look all the way 
at front on location + time; 

• The programe isn't designed ergonomically. It makes it hard to find film 
description, also the layout of films by genre also complicates this 
matter as it's often hard to know the genre of a film by its title alone. 
Page numbers next to the films on the timetable would help. Also films 
being seperated into genre groups also makes it difficult to read the 
blurbs for films on the days you are free, as you have to flip between the 
timetable and then look through the whole leaflet for the film. The genes 
names are also overly complicated and obscure. Great graphics 
though. 

6. Comments about staff:  

• Næs starfsfólk [Nice staff]; 

• Staff could be a little more knowledgeable and effective as well as a 
little more considerate towards the filmgoers: in the Nordic House 
(War Diaries) they only showed up to sell tickets several minutes before 
the start of the film and they kept running back and forth in front of the 
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film without so much as bowing down so as not to disturb the 
filmviewers. 

• ...very friendly staff and volunteers! 

7. Comments about tickets sales, particularly involving frustration with festival 
passes.  

• I had a pass, but the policy for passholders are rather "limited" - 
whereas people holding klippikort could get to choose their movies 
whenever, the pass holders could only get the ticket a day before =( ; 

• Glatað að mega ekki kaupa miða fyrir næsta dag [unacceptable that 
one can’t buy a ticket for the following day]; 

• I always buy a pass and I would like to have to option of ordering the 
tickets online or getting them in advance since many are sold out. 

8. Comments about other festival products or services. The includes complaints about 
the website… 

• very, very user un-friendly;  

• Það er mjög erfitt að átta sig á dagskrá og miðasölu á netinu [the 
online schedule and ticket sales are very difficult to understand];  

…and the app… 

• Benda á APPIÐ sem fáir vissu um! [Point out the APP which few 
people knew about!]. 

…as well as comments regarding technological issues: 

• Sometimes in the cinema it feels a little unprofessional like for 
aexamples the sound are either too loud or too low in the beginning of 
the film or that the lights are not turned off before the film beginns. 
Small things maybe but it makes a big different for the whole 
experience; 

• Bíó Paradís: advertisment sound too loud in romms 2 & 3. Also some 
movies didn'tscreen well there, probably because they were in a 
uncompatible format. This has been a problem for 3 RIFF festivals 
now. 

9. Comments about other aspects of the festival: 

• Good promotion around the city – poster was very eye-catching! 

• [...]...eldri borgara afsláttur sem mér finnst ofsa flott af ykkur [senior 
discount that I think is very decent of you] 

10. General expressions of satisfaction, such as:  
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• Flott framtak! [Great effort!] 

• Rosa Gaman! [Great Fun!]  

• Keep up the good work! 

11. General comments about one’s plans or experiences. Such comments often 
accompanied “Not sure” or missing responses to individual questions, and were 
probably intended as a justification for lack of knowledge or interest in the festival 
or survey: 

• I don’t know anything;  

• Please understand that we sort of stumbled into visiting RIFF without a 
plan to do so. With that in mind, know that it was fairly easy for us to 
quickly become involved and enjoy the Festival; 

• Hef ekki séð neina mynd ennþá [Have not seen any films yet].  

12. Comments that were completely illegible or incomprehensible:  

• Here's for you kid –Casawanker. 

13. Essay comments, where respondents went through considerable pains to tally all 
manner of festival pros as cons, such as these two: 

• The APP is great but has a bug where it goes back to the previous day. 
A shuttle bus between cinemas would help. WiFi internet in all of Bíó 
Paradís would be good. Information was sometimes missing or wrong 
on the APP. A greater variety in where the films were from would 
greatly improve the festival; there are too many North American and 
western European films. There were several mistakes in the technical 
showing of the films. More information on nearby 
cafés/restaurants/bars would help. The Q&A were great, more would 
be even better. The map in the booklet is wrong. I didn't find the booklet 
film categories helpful or interesting. 

• Your selection is always good, and the volunteers are usually kind and 
friendly, but the production of the event is usually bad to horrible. In 
the first 3 days I've endured:    -2 movies started with the lights on.   -1 
movie started without any sound in the film.   - *4* movies started 5-10 
minutes late.   -1 movie rescheduled without previous notice on Twitter.    
I’ve been a festival pass holder (with my wife) for +4 years. Your 
programme is always great but I feel I've *worst* conditions than 
regular ticket holders. i wonder if I´ll buy the festival pass again. 
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5 Discussion and Conclusion 

5.1 Summary of findings  
Revisiting the questions posed in the introduction, the study’s findings can be encapsulated 

as follows: 

Question 1. How does the quality of the RIFF festival programme measure in terms 
of the four dimensions of festival programming quality framework set out by Yan et 
al.? 

On a scale of 1-5, where 1 indicated “Poor” and 5 “Excellent,” visitors at the 2014 RIFF 

festival gave the festival programme a mean score of 4,11 for diversity; 3,69 for 

incrementality; 3,92 for flexibility and 3,96 for its linkage with the tourism industry. These 

scores indicate the relative strengths of each of the programme dimensions, with diversity 

being the strongest asset and incrementality the poorest. However, these findings show a 

difference of statistical, rather than practical, significance. Therefore we may conclude that 

all four of the dimensions measure quite similarly in this context. “Incrementality” also 

received the fewest ratings, with nearly half (46,4%) of participants responding “Not sure” 

or leaving blank or invalid answers. This suggests that the survey’s wording may have 

been unclear or simply that the term is too complicated to be easily rendered into a 

question appropriate for such a short survey. 

For overall programme quality, the festival was given a mean score of 4,10 and visitors 

gave a mean score of 4,18 for their overall festival experience. Less than 5% of guests gave 

any of the quality dimensions a score of 2 or lower. The same is true for programme 

quality and overall experience. Generally, we can therefore conclude that the 2014 RIFF 

programme quality as perceived by festival visitors ranks quite highly on the scale adapted 

from Yan et al.’s (2011) six-dimensional framework and that most festival visitors were 

considerably or even highly satisfied with their experience. 

Question 2. What is the relationship between individual dimensions of festival 
programming quality, perceived overall festival programming quality, and overall 
visitor experience?  
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For question 2, we find that the dimensions most likely to influence perceived overall 

programme quality are diversity and incrementality, while linkage with tourism had the 

least impact. This is not in accordance with Yan et al.’s (2011) findings, which showed that 

flexibility influences visitor perceptions of programme quality most heavily of all the 

dimensions. These results suggest that festival organisers should place particular emphasis 

on diversity and incrementality when designing events in order to achieve high standards 

of programming quality. In practical terms, however, all of the four dimensions carry 

similar weight and all of them affect perceived overall programme quality to some degree. 

Therefore, organisers should be mindful not to overemphasise one dimension at the cost of 

the others. 

The results also found a fairly high correlation between perceived programming quality 

and overall visitor experience, suggesting that good programming is a key factor to a 

festival’s popularity and success. This is consistent with Yoon et al.’s (2010) findings that 

revealed festival programming to be the quality dimension most strongly associated with 

value, as well as Yan et al.’s (2011) findings that programme quality contributes positively 

to visitor satisfaction. It should be noted however, that the results of this dissertation prove 

only a probable link, not a causational one (Creswell, 2014). 

Question 3. Is there a significant difference between locals’ and tourists’ perceptions 
of festival programming quality?  

Interestingly, results for question 3 hardly revealed any particular or significant differences 

between locals’ and foreigners’ responses, and both groups gave high mean scores for all 

the factors in question. This seems to suggest that the needs of both demographic groups 

are being met by the RIFF festival, although local visitors still comprise the vast majority 

(70%) of RIFF’s clientele. However, this is consistent with the findings of Crompton & 

McKay (1997) who observed that most festival visitors are overwhelmingly local. This 

study may be dated, however, as evidence suggests that festivals worldwide are attracting 

and competing for international audiences (Finkel, 2009; AEA Consulting, 2006).  

The sole discrepancy between locals and foreigners appears in their scores for flexibility 

and overall festival experience. For the latter, foreigners give a mean score of 4,33, while 

locals give a means score 4,13. This may be influenced by the slight difference found in 

their mean score of programme flexibility (4,14 vs. 3,85) and/or the even slighter 
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difference found in their scores of programme diversity (4,21 vs. 4,07). One explanation 

might be that foreign visitors are for the most part likely to have been in Reykjavík on 

holiday, and as such had more relaxed and optimistic views about their experiences, 

whereas a local resident who took time off work to attend a film festival would be a rather 

exceptional case. As for flexibility, there is no apparent explanation for the marked 

difference in scores. Perhaps the slight annoyances occurring in relation to this dimension 

are diminished when travelling on holiday. Another possibility may be that foreign visitors 

have a greater amount of disposable income to spend getting around the city (taking a taxi 

as opposed to walking or catching the bus), thus increasing the perception of “flexibility”. 

These ideas, however, are only guesswork, and not supported by any of the theories 

discussed in Chapter 2. 

5.2 Limitations and considerations 
Before concluding the study, a few issues should be briefly lighted on. Firstly, as the study 

is restricted to the 2014 RIFF festival, its results will be limited in terms of its 

generalizability to past or future RIFF festivals, and even less generalizable to other 

cultural festivals in Reykjavík. The 2014 festival is somewhat exceptional as the City of 

Reykjavík terminated its sponsorship of the RIFF in order to revive the Reykjavík Film 

Festival, which runs almost simultaneously with RIFF (see subchapter 1.2 in the 

introduction). The dissertation’s findings would have more practical value if it were 

possible to compare them to similar studies conducted on past or future RIFF festivals or 

other local festivals, but which so far are non-existent. 

Secondly, the results are based only on such data as could be collected by soliciting as 

many festival visitors as was possible at each time. Because of limited resources and 

manpower, survey-collectors could not be present at all venues at all times. In some 

instances it was not always possible to approach every single visitor, such as in gatherings 

of large crowds or when guests were in too much of a hurry to get in or out of the theatres. 

Finally, an interesting observation occurred while manually entering the survey data. It 

became apparent that several “local” respondents had answered the survey in English, and 

further inquiry showed the following breakdown of locals and their preferred languages 

(see Table 28 below): 
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Table 28: Language Preference of Locals 

Icelandic English Total 

483 190 673 

71,8% 28,2% 100,0% 

 

Here, we see that nearly 30% of locals preferred to answer the survey in English. This 

asserts a common oversight that “local” is synonymous with “Icelandic,” which is certainly 

far from accurate, if “Icelandic” is taken to mean a native Icelandic speaker or person with 

at least a substantial grasp of Icelandic. Of course, some Icelanders may not have realised 

that an Icelandic translation of the survey was available on the reverse side of the page, or 

may have deliberately chosen to answer in English for whatever reason. But the numbers 

seem too high to assume that this is the case in all instances. Essentially, what this means is 

that RIFF is quite potentially serving a considerably large group of people that can be 

described as local but non-Icelandic-speaking. These are likely first-generation immigrants 

who may not have widespread access to other forms of culture on offer in Iceland due to 

their lack of command of the Icelandic language. Because the festival proclaims itself to be 

international and as such screens only films in English and/or with English subtitles (RIFF 

2014a) the festival appears to provide an important and possibly exceptional opportunity 

for cultural experience for this minority group. As Nordic cultural policies are based on 

ideologies of democracy and accessibility (Duelund, 2003), this observation may carry 

significant weight for RIFF when applying for funding from public bodies.  

5.3 Recommendations 
To conclude this dissertation, the author proposes the following recommendations for 

programming the Reykjavík International Film Festival based on the study’s findings as 

well as on comments on the festival programme made by the study’s participants. 

• Festival organised should recognise the significance of each of the four dimensions 
of programming quality examined in this study and take care to incorporate 
elements of each in their festival programme.  

• It should be remembered that 44% of respondents did not give a rating for 
incrementality, possibly because the term was too complicated or insufficiently 
explained. However, it may also be because the festival’s incrementality was not 
strongly felt or played out, so much that visitors felt unable to give their opinions. 
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RIFF may therefore benefit from a greater variance between components of 
moderate and exhilarating sensation, or at least a more dynamic rendering of the 
festival “narrative.” In this sense, it may even help to think of the festival as a 
storyline, with relevant and appropriate introductions, plots and subplots, climaxes 
and conclusions that engage the audience in the unfolding story (Berridge, 2007). 

• Despite Finkel’s (2009) observations that public agendas of diversity and 
accessibility can inhibit innovative programming, they also provide opportunities 
for differentiation. Survey comments indicate that there is an insufficient proportion 
of films by women or about women, who are already underrepresented in culture 
and media (Wood, 2013). The same can be said of other minority groups. By fully 
representing women and minorities in their programming, RIFF can develop a 
competitive advantage over its international competitors and enhance a positive 
image (de Chernatony et al., 2004). 

• The festival needs to cooperate with participating venues to ensure proper access 
for people with disabilities. Accessibility would also be improved if the venue map 
were clearer and less cluttered (Appendix C). 

• While RIFF does not (yet) need to worry about lack of local participation and 
support, they might look to expand their foreign customer base. Locals still account 
for the majority (70%) of visitors, while foreign attendees comprise 21%. Through 
successful marketing and sound financial management, the music festival Iceland 
Airwaves, for example, increased the number of foreign attendees by 46% between 
2011 and 2012 (Atlason, 2013; Young, 2013). This is important to consider if the 
festival aims to be renown internationally. 

• There is evidence from the comments that the schedule may be too packed and that 
there are too many activities on offer, causing visitors to be overwhelmed with 
choice. A number of comments touch on on technical difficulties during screenings, 
which also suggests that the festival may have bitten off more than it can chew and 
cannot guarantee quality screenings of all its films. While this may not necessarily 
be the case, it is useful to remember that quantity often compromises quality (AEA 
Consulting, 2006) and a well managed festival is always better than a large one. 

5.3.1 Other recommendations 

Finally, the following recommendations unrelated to festival programming have been 

assembled from the numerous comments made by participants:  

• The schedule in the printed programme must include page numbers so that visitors 
can easily look up information on the films they want to see. Comments about the 
lack of page numbers were surprisingly numerous, making this worth 
consideration. One participant went so far as to claim she nearly quit the festival 
because of this. Bowdin et al. (2011) advise using a Gantt chart to help visitors 
navigate the schedule with ease.  For example, the Iceland Airwaves music festival 
has adopted this form for its printed programme (Airwaves, 2014, 2013). 
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• The RIFF website needs to be designed with users’ needs in mind. Information 
might be put forth in a more vivid and interactive manner. Technical bugs 
occurring in the web and app need to be fixed. 

• Information on ticketing needs to be clear and available to guests beforehand. Many 
guests expressed discontent with the different ticketing policies for those with 
festival passes and those purchasing singly-entry tickets. The festival may need to 
rethink its entire pricing strategy and opt for a simpler, more transparent policy.  

• Technical issues with regard to film screenings (lack of subtitles, bad sound, etc.) 
need to be addressed and resolved, particularly in the most popular and most 
frequently visited venue, Bíó Paradís. 
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ÍSLENSKA(!(

RIFF(2014(Survey(Questionnaire(
(
Please&state&your&age:&

�Under(18( �18?25( �26?35( �35?55( (�Over(55(
(
Please&state&your&origin:&
�Local((permanently+residing+in+Reykjavík+or+the+greater+Reykjavík+Municipal+Area)(
�Domestic((permanently+residing+in+Iceland+outside+of+the+greater+Reykjavík+Municipal+Area)+
�Foreign((permanently+residing+overseas)+

(
How&many&films/events&are&you&attending&at&the&RIFF&2014&festival?&
�1( (�(2?3(( �(More(than(3(

&
What&is&your&main&motivation&for&attending&the&RIFF&film&festival?&(please&specify&
more&than&one&if&applicable)&
�(Professional(interest(((((( �Educational/cultural(value(
�(Pleasure/escapism(((((((((((((((((((( �Academic/scholarly(interest(
�Interest(in(a(particular(film/filmmaker(( �Other(_____________________________________(

(
How&would&you&rate&the&diversity&of&the&2014&festival&programme?&&
(i.e.+the+variety+of+the+festival’s+events,+especially+terms+of+categories,+content,+and+features,+as+well+as+

variation+in+terms+of+venue,+ambience+and+special+effects.)(
(Poor)( �1( �2( �3(( �4( �5(( (Excellent)( �Not(sure(
(
How&would&you&rate&the&incrementality&of&the&2014&festival&programme?&&
(e.g.+there+are++different+prelude,+climax,+and+epilogue+events;+there+are+smooth+transitions+before+and+

after+climax+programmes;+there+are+special+“WOW”+factors.)+&

(Poor)( �1( �2( �3(( �4( �5(( (Excellent)( �Not(sure(
(
How&would&you&rate&the&flexibility&of&the&2014&festival&programme?&&
(e.g.+lengths+of+events+and+free+times+are+appropriate;+venues+are+accessible+and+accomodating)++

((Poor)( �1( �2( �3(( �4( �5(( (Excellent)( �Not(sure(
(
How&would&you&rate&the&2014&festival’s&linkage&with&the&tourism&industry?&&
(e.g.+the+festival+takes+advantage+of+local+attractions+and+features;+there+is+cooperation+between+the+

festival+and+tourism+vendors;+there+is+good+accessibility+from+the+event+venue(s)+to+tourist+attractions)++

((Poor)( �1( �2( �3(( �4( �5(( (Excellent)( �Not(sure(
(
How&would&you&rate&the&overall&quality&of&the&2014&festival&programme?&&
(Poor)( �1( �2( �3(( �4( �5(( (Excellent)( �Not(sure(
(
How&would&you&rate&your&overall&experience&at&the&2014&RIFF&festival?&&
(Poor)( �1( �2( �3(( �4( �5(( (Excellent)( �Not(sure(
(
Other&comments?&
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________&
( (

Appendix A: Survey Questionnaire 
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ENGLISH(!(

RIFF(2014(Spurningakönnun(
(
Aldur:&

�Undir(18(ára( �18?25(ára( �26?35(ára( �35?55(ára( �Yfir(55(ára(
(
Búseta:&&(Hér+er+átt+við+fasta+búsetu.+Ef+föst+búseta+þín+er+erlendis+merktu+við+þann+reit+þar+sem+þú+
áttir+síðast+fasta+búsetu+á+Íslandi.)+
�Höfuðborgarsvæðið(
�Landsbyggðin(+

(
Hversu&margar&kvikmyndir/viðburði&sækir&þú&á&2014&RIFF&kvikmyndahátíðinni?&
�1( (�(2?3(( �(Fleiri(en(3(

&
Hver&er&meginástæða&þess&að&þú&sækir&RIFF&kvikmyndahátíðina&í&ár?&(velja&má&fleiri&
en&einn&möguleika)&
�(Vegna(atvinnu/Faglegur(áhugi(((((( �Fræðslu?/menningarlegt(gildi(

�(Vegna(rannsókna/Fræðilegur(áhugi(((((((((((((((((((( �Ánægja(eða(dægradvöl(
�Áhugi(á(sérstakri(kvikmynd/kvikmyndagerðarmanni(�Annað(_____________________________________(
(
Hvaða&einkunn&myndir&þú&gefa&fjölbreytileika&2014&RIFF&dagskrárinnar?&
(þ.e.++úrval+viðburða,+einkum+þegar+litið+er+til+flokka/tegunda,+innihalds+og+einkenna,+en+einnig+
fjölbreytileika+vettvanga+þar+sem+viðburður+eru+haldnir+og+„stemningar“)(

(Lélegur)(�1( �2( �3(( �4( �5(( (Framúrskarandi)( �Veit(ekki(
(
Hvaða&einkunn&myndir&þú&gefa&stíganda&í&atburðarás&eða&framsetningu&2014&RIFF&
dagskrárinnar?&&
(Hér+er+átt+við+að+til+eru+mismunandi+upphafsviðburðir,+hápunktar,+og+lokaviðburðir;+gott+flæði+er+fyrir+
og+eftir+hápunktanna,+hátíðin+býður+upp+á+sérstök+„VÁXaugnablik“/„WOWXfactors“)+&

(Lélegur)(�1( �2( �3(( �4( �5(( (Framúrskarandi)( �Veit(ekki(
(
Hvaða&einkunn&myndir&þú&gefa&sveigjanleika&2014&RIFF&dagskrárinnar?&&
+(þ.e.+lengd+viðburða+og+tími+milli+viðburða+er+hæfilegur;+vettvangar+hátíðarinnar+eru+aðgengilegir+og+
þægilegir)++

(Lélegur)(�1( �2( �3(( �4( �5(( (Framúrskarandi)( �Veit(ekki(
(
Hvaða&einkunn&myndir&þú&gefa&tengslum&RIFF&2014&við&ferðamennskugeirann?&&
+(þ.e.+hátíðin+notfærir+sér+aðdráttarafl+og+einkenni+áfangastaðarins;+samstarf+er+á+milli+hátíðarinnar+og+
ferðaþjónustuaðila;+auðvelt+er+að+komast+á+milli+hátíðarinnar+og+annarra+staða+sem+vekja+áhuga+
ferðamanna)++

(Léleg)( �1( �2( �3(( �4( �5(( (Framúrskarandi)( �Veit(ekki(
(
Hvaða&einkunn&myndir&þú&gefa&gæðum&2014&RIFF&dagskrárinnar&í&heild&sinni?&
(Léleg)( �1( �2( �3(( �4( �5(( (Framúrskarandi)( �Veit(ekki(
(
Hvaða&einkunn&myndir&þú&gefa&heildarupplifun&þinni&á&RIFF&2014?&
(Léleg)( �1( �2( �3(( �4( �5(( (Framúrskarandi)( �Veit(ekki(
(
Annað&sem&þú&vilt&að&komi&fram?&
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________&
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Appendix B: RIFF 2014 Programme 
Schedule 
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SÝNINGARSTAÐIR / 
VENUES
 1 TJARNARBÍÓ
 Tjarnargötu 12, 101 Reykjavík
 Sími / Tel: 512-2102 & 841-5953

 2 HÁSKÓLABÍÓ
 Hagatorgi, 107 Reykjavík
 Sími / Tel: 591-5145 & 841-5941

 3 NORRÆNA HÚSIÐ /    
 THE NORDIC HOUSE
 Sturlugötu 5, 101 Reykjavík
 Sími / Tel: 551-7030

 4 BÍÓ PARADÍS
 Hverfisgötu 54, 101 Reykjavík
 Sími/Tel: 412-7711 & 841-5940 

MIÐSTÖÐ RIFF & KAFFIBAR /
FESTIVAL CENTER & CAFÉ-BAR
 1 TJARNARBÍÓ
 Tjarnargötu 12, 101 Reykjavík
 Sími / Tel: 512-2102 & 841-5953
 Opið frá 12:00-22:00 virka daga og 12:00-17:00  
 um helgar. Open weekdays from 12:00-22:00  
 and 12:00-17:00 on weekends. 

HITTINGUR – GLEÐISTUND/
MEETING POINT - HAPPY HOUR

 5 Center Hotel Plaza, 17.00–19.00

B Loft Hostel

 

 
RIFF AROUND TOWN 
A Stúdentakjallarinn

B Loft Hostel

C Vesturbæjarlaugin
 
D Húrra Tryggvagötu 
 
E Borgarbókasafn Reykjavíkur

F Alliance Francaise

G Cintamani Bankastræti 
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Appendix D: Demographic breakdown 
- Diversity  
  Score for Diversity       

Age 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Not sure No Ans./Invalid 
Under 18 0,00% 0,00% 5,00% 30,00% 45,00%  4,50      17,50% 2,50% 
18-25 0,30% 2,60% 10,70% 44,60% 22,80%  4,07      17,90% 1,00% 
26-35 0,40% 2,10% 15,50% 41,20% 22,20%  4,02      18,00% 0,70% 
36-55 0,00% 1,00% 14,60% 42,00% 27,80%  4,13      13,70% 1,00% 
Over 55 0,00% 1,90% 9,30% 32,70% 35,50%  4,28      17,80% 2,80% 
No. Ans. /Invalid 0,00% 5,90% 0,00% 29,40% 23,50%  4,20      29,40% 11,80% 

 

  Score for Diversity       

Location 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Not sure No Ans./Invalid 

Bíóparadís 0,20% 2,00% 12,10% 41,20% 27,10%  4,13      16,20% 1,10% 
Háskólabíó 0,00% 2,00% 14,20% 41,70% 19,70%  4,02      20,70% 1,70% 
Tjarnarbíó 1,20% 2,50% 7,50% 33,80% 40,00%  4,28      12,50% 2,50% 
Norrænahúsið 0,00% 0,00% 12,00% 44,00% 32,00%  4,23      12,00% 0,00% 

 

  Score for Diversity       

Language 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Not sure No Ans./Invalid 

Icelandic 0,20% 1,10% 12,90% 41,70% 25,10%  4,12      17,90% 1,10% 
English 0,20% 3,10% 11,70% 39,70% 27,30%  4,11      16,30% 1,70% 

 

  Score for Diversity       

Origin 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Not sure No Ans./Invalid 

Local 0,30% 1,80% 13,50% 42,60% 23,50%  4,07      17,40% 0,90% 
Domestic 0,00% 4,70% 9,30% 39,50% 25,60%  4,09      18,60% 2,30% 
Foreign 0,00% 2,50% 10,40% 36,10% 32,20%  4,21      17,30% 1,50% 
No. Ans. /Invalid 0,00% 0,00% 7,00% 37,20% 37,20%  4,37      11,60% 7,00% 

 

  Score for Diversity       

No. of films attending 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Not sure No Ans./Invalid 

1 0,00% 0,00% 8,80% 27,30% 21,30%  4,22      41,70% 0,90% 
2 0,00% 2,60% 14,40% 40,60% 26,20%  4,08      14,80% 1,30% 
More than 3 0,40% 2,60% 12,80% 47,70% 28,10%  4,10      7,60% 0,80% 
No. Ans. /Invalid 0,00% 0,00% 18,80% 12,50% 25,00%  4,11      18,80% 25,00% 
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Appendix E: Demographic breakdown - 
Flexibility 
  Score for Flexibility       

Age 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Not sure No Ans./Invalid 
Under 18 0,00% 2,50% 5,00% 32,50% 30,00%  4,29      27,50% 2,50% 
18-25 2,00% 5,50% 15,60% 35,80% 21,80%  3,87      17,60% 1,60% 
26-35 1,40% 2,80% 16,50% 37,90% 16,10%  3,86      24,60% 0,70% 
36-55 1,50% 1,50% 16,60% 31,20% 21,50%  3,96      25,40% 2,40% 
Over 55 0,00% 0,90% 16,80% 31,80% 20,60%  4,03      26,20% 3,70% 
No Ans./Invalid 0,00% 5,90% 5,90% 47,10% 11,80%  3,92      17,60% 11,80% 

 

  Score for Flexibility       
Location 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Not sure No Ans./Invalid 

Bíóparadís 0,90% 3,40% 15,50% 35,50% 21,60%  3,96      20,70% 2,30% 
Háskólabíó 2,40% 3,40% 16,30% 33,90% 14,60%  3,78      28,50% 1,00% 
Tjarnarbíó 1,20% 2,50% 16,20% 35,00% 23,80%  3,99      18,80% 2,50% 
Norrænahúsið 0,00% 0,00% 7,70% 38,50% 38,50%  4,36      11,50% 3,80% 

 

  Score for Flexibility       
Language 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Not sure No Ans./Invalid 
Icelandic 1,70% 4,10% 16,40% 32,70% 16,40%  3,81      26,80% 2,00% 
English 1,00% 2,10% 14,60% 38,20% 24,80%  4,04      17,40% 1,90% 

 

  Score for Flexibility       
Origin 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Not sure No Ans./Invalid 

Local 1,60% 3,70% 17,10% 33,60% 18,00%  3,85      24,20% 1,80% 
Domestic 0,00% 7,00% 18,60% 41,90% 9,30%  3,70      20,90% 2,30% 
Foreign 0,50% 1,00% 11,40% 41,10% 26,20%  4,14      18,30% 1,50% 
No Ans./Invalid 2,30% 2,30% 9,30% 23,30% 34,90%  4,20      20,90% 7,00% 

 

  Score for Flexibility       
No. of films 
attending 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Not sure No Ans./Invalid 

1 0,90% 0,90% 10,60% 26,90% 12,00%  3,94      46,30% 2,30% 
2 0,40% 2,20% 14,40% 41,50% 17,00%  3,96      24,00% 0,40% 
More than 3 2,00% 4,60% 18,40% 36,00% 25,20%  3,90      12,00% 1,80% 
No Ans./Invalid 0,00% 6,20% 12,50% 25,00% 12,50%  3,78      18,80% 25,00% 
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Appendix F: Demographic breakdown - 
Incrementality 

  Score forIncrementality       

Age 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Not sure No Ans./Invalid 

Under 18 0,00% 0,00% 12,50% 25,00% 20,00%  4,13      37,50% 5,00% 

18-25 1,60% 4,20% 18,90% 24,10% 10,10%  3,63      40,10% 1,00% 
26-35 0,40% 5,30% 22,10% 19,30% 8,40%  3,54      43,90% 0,70% 
36-55 0,00% 2,40% 14,60% 19,50% 11,20%  3,83      49,30% 2,90% 
Over 55 1,90% 0,90% 9,30% 22,40% 10,30%  3,85      49,50% 5,60% 
No Ans./Invalid 0,00% 5,90% 0,00% 29,40% 5,90%  3,86      47,10% 11,80% 

 

  Score forIncrementality       

Location 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Not sure No Ans./Invalid 

Bíóparadís 0,90% 3,40% 16,80% 21,10% 10,40%  3,70      45,00% 2,50% 
Háskólabíó 1,00% 3,40% 19,00% 21,40% 7,10%  3,58      46,40% 1,70% 
Tjarnarbíó 0,00% 6,20% 17,50% 30,00% 17,50%  3,83      26,20% 2,50% 
Norrænahúsið 0,00% 3,80% 7,70% 11,50% 19,20%  4,09      57,70% 0,00% 

 

  Score forIncrementality       

Language 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Not sure No Ans./Invalid 
Icelandic 0,60% 4,20% 15,90% 22,00% 9,60%  3,68      45,80% 2,00% 
English 1,20% 2,90% 19,10% 21,20% 11,00%  3,68      42,20% 2,40% 

 

  Score forIncrementality       
Origin 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Not sure No Ans./Invalid 

Local 0,90% 4,20% 17,50% 21,70% 9,10%  3,63      44,60% 2,10% 
Domestic 0,00% 2,30% 14,00% 25,60% 7,00%  3,76      48,80% 2,30% 
Foreign 1,00% 2,50% 17,80% 19,80% 12,40%  3,75      45,00% 1,50% 

No Ans./Invalid 0,00% 2,30% 14,00% 25,60% 20,90%  4,04      30,20% 7,00% 

 

  Score forIncrementality       
Number of films 

attending 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Not sure No Ans./Invalid 

1 0,50% 1,90% 12,50% 16,70% 7,40%  3,73      58,80% 2,30% 
2 0,90% 3,50% 15,30% 21,40% 8,30%  3,66      48,50% 2,20% 
More than 3 1,00% 4,60% 20,20% 23,80% 12,40%  3,68      36,60% 1,40% 

No Ans./Invalid 0,00% 0,00% 18,80% 25,00% 6,20%  3,75      25,00% 25,00% 
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Appendix G: Demographic breakdown 
– Linkage with Tourism 
  Score for Linkage with tourism industry       

Age 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Not sure No Ans./Invalid 

Under 18 0,00% 2,50% 7,50% 12,50% 40,00%  4,44      32,50% 5,00% 

18-25 1,00% 3,60% 11,10% 23,10% 22,50%  4,02      36,80% 2,00% 
26-35 1,80% 3,90% 11,60% 30,20% 15,40%  3,85      36,50% 0,70% 
36-55 1,00% 2,40% 13,70% 17,10% 17,10%  3,91      47,30% 1,50% 
Over 55 0,00% 2,80% 5,60% 21,50% 13,10%  4,04      51,40% 5,60% 
No Ans./Invalid 0,00% 5,90% 11,80% 23,50% 0,00%  3,43      47,10% 11,80% 

 

  Score for Linkage with tourism industry       

Location 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Not sure No Ans./Invalid 

Bíóparadís 1,20% 2,50% 10,40% 23,90% 18,00%  3,98      41,40% 2,50% 
Háskólabíó 0,70% 4,10% 13,90% 21,40% 18,00%  3,89      40,70% 1,40% 
Tjarnarbíó 1,20% 3,80% 7,50% 25,00% 25,00%  4,10      33,80% 3,80% 
Norrænahúsið 0,00% 11,50% 3,80% 26,90% 15,40%  3,80      42,30% 0,00% 

 

  Score for Linkage with tourism industry       

Language 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Not sure No Ans./Invalid 
Icelandic 0,60% 2,00% 10,10% 22,90% 15,10%  3,98      47,00% 2,20% 
English 1,70% 5,00% 12,20% 23,90% 22,90%  3,93      32,20% 2,10% 

 

  Score for Linkage with tourism industry       
Origin 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Not sure No Ans./Invalid 

Local 1,20% 3,10% 10,40% 22,90% 15,30%  3,91      44,70% 2,40% 
Domestic 0,00% 0,00% 14,00% 20,90% 14,00%  4,00      48,80% 2,30% 
Foreign 1,00% 5,40% 13,40% 26,20% 26,20%  3,99      27,20% 0,50% 

No Ans./Invalid 0,00% 0,00% 7,00% 18,60% 37,20%  4,48      30,20% 7,00% 

 

  Score for Linkage with tourism industry       
Number of 

films attending 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Not sure No Ans./Invalid 

1 1,40% 0,90% 9,70% 20,40% 15,30%  3,99      49,10% 3,20% 
2 0,40% 4,80% 12,20% 21,80% 24,00%  4,02      36,20% 0,40% 
More than 3 1,20% 3,80% 11,20% 24,80% 17,80%  3,92      39,20% 2,00% 
No Ans./Invalid 0,00% 0,00% 6,20% 37,50% 6,20%  4,00      31,20% 18,80% 
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Appendix H: Demographic breakdown 
– Overall Programme Quality 

  Score for Overall programme quality       

Age 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Not sure No Ans./Invalid 
Under 18 0,00% 2,50% 2,50% 42,50% 32,50%  4,31      17,50% 2,50% 
18-25 0,70% 3,30% 10,10% 45,30% 29,00%  4,12      10,40% 1,30% 
26-35 0,40% 3,50% 12,60% 41,40% 23,90%  4,04      17,20% 1,10% 
36-55 0,50% 1,50% 12,70% 46,30% 26,80%  4,11      11,20% 1,00% 
Over 55 0,90% 1,90% 12,10% 41,10% 28,00%  4,11      12,10% 3,70% 
No Ans./Invalid 0,00% 0,00% 23,50% 35,30% 5,90%  3,73      23,50% 11,80% 

 

  Score for Overall programme quality       

Location 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Not sure No Ans./Invalid 

Bíóparadís 0,50% 1,80% 11,80% 44,50% 27,70%  4,13      11,60% 2,10% 
Háskólabíó 0,30% 3,40% 11,90% 46,10% 20,70%  4,01      17,30% 0,30% 
Tjarnarbíó 1,20% 6,20% 7,50% 28,80% 40,00%  4,20      13,80% 2,50% 
Norrænahúsið 0,00% 3,80% 15,40% 42,30% 30,80%  4,08      3,80% 3,80% 

 

  Score for Overall programme quality       

Language 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Not sure No Ans./Invalid 
Icelandic 0,20% 2,60% 12,00% 44,80% 23,80%  4,07      14,90% 1,70% 

English 1,00% 2,90% 11,00% 42,00% 30,30%  4,12      11,20% 1,70% 

 

  Score for Overall programme quality       
Origin 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Not sure No Ans./Invalid 

Local 0,60% 2,50% 12,60% 45,50% 24,10%  4,06      13,40% 1,30% 
Domestic 0,00% 4,70% 9,30% 30,20% 30,20%  4,15      18,60% 7,00% 
Foreign 0,50% 3,00% 9,40% 42,10% 31,70%  4,17      12,90% 0,50% 

No Ans./Invalid 0,00% 2,30% 7,00% 34,90% 39,50%  4,33      9,30% 7,00% 

 

  Score for Overall programme quality       
Number of films 

attending 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Not sure No Ans./Invalid 

1 0,00% 1,90% 5,60% 35,60% 19,00%  4,15      36,60% 1,40% 
3 0,00% 1,70% 12,20% 45,00% 27,90%  4,14      11,80% 1,30% 
More than 3 1,00% 3,40% 14,20% 46,40% 29,60%  4,06      4,00% 1,40% 
No Ans./Invalid 0,00% 6,20% 0,00% 43,80% 18,80%  4,09      12,50% 18,80% 
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Appendix I: Demographic breakdown 
– Overall Festival Experience 

  Score for Overall festival experiense       
Age 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Not sure No Ans./Invalid 

Under 18 0,00% 0,00% 2,50% 32,50% 40,00%  4,50      22,50% 2,50% 

18-25 0,30% 2,60% 8,50% 39,70% 32,20%  4,21      15,60% 1,00% 
26-35 0,40% 1,80% 13,70% 40,00% 28,10%  4,11      15,40% 0,70% 
36-55 0,00% 1,50% 11,70% 42,90% 29,30%  4,17      12,70% 2,00% 
Over 55 0,00% 3,70% 8,40% 35,50% 29,00%  4,17      17,80% 5,60% 
No Ans./Invalid 5,90% 0,00% 17,60% 41,20% 11,80%  3,69      11,80% 11,80% 

 

  Score for Overall festival experiense       

Location 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Not sure No Ans./Invalid 

Bíóparadís 0,40% 2,00% 9,60% 40,90% 31,60%  4,20      13,20% 2,30% 
Háskólabíó 0,00% 2,40% 12,50% 36,30% 25,10%  4,10      23,10% 0,70% 
Tjarnarbíó 1,20% 1,20% 7,50% 43,80% 36,20%  4,25      7,50% 2,50% 
Norrænahúsið 0,00% 3,80% 19,20% 42,30% 30,80%  4,04      0,00% 3,80% 

 

  Score for Overall festival experiense       
Language 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Not sure No Ans./Invalid 
Icelandic 0,20% 2,00% 11,30% 42,60% 24,50%  4,11      17,90% 1,50% 
English 0,50% 2,10% 9,80% 36,00% 37,00%  4,25      12,20% 2,40% 

 

  Score for Overall festival experiense       
Origin 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Not sure No Ans./Invalid 

Local 0,40% 1,80% 10,80% 42,90% 26,30%  4,13      16,20% 1,50% 

Domestic 0,00% 7,00% 9,30% 39,50% 18,60%  3,94      20,90% 4,70% 

Foreign 0,00% 2,50% 9,40% 32,20% 42,60%  4,33      12,40% 1,00% 
No Ans./Invalid 0,00% 0,00% 14,00% 25,60% 39,50%  4,32      11,60% 9,30% 

 

  Score for Overall festival experiense       
Number of films 

attending 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Not sure No Ans./Invalid 

1 0,00% 1,40% 6,00% 31,50% 20,80%  4,20      38,40% 1,90% 

2 0,40% 2,20% 10,90% 41,90% 31,00%  4,17      12,20% 1,30% 

More than 3 0,40% 2,40% 12,40% 42,60% 34,00%  4,17      6,60% 1,60% 
No Ans./Invalid 0,00% 0,00% 12,50% 31,20% 12,50%  4,00      25,00% 18,80% 

 


